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South Haven reports the peach buds
Rev. J. Van Houte is better and ft*
uninjured by the blizzard.
sumed his pulpit Sunday,
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At Forest Grove F. H. Bok succeeds
Ten Haar as postmaster.

(Over Stern & Oo.’e Clothing Store.)

Physician and Surgeon.

with a discountof SO emit to those

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

MICH.,

missionary society will

K,nt county has 0*1 notaries. No 1 !?.eeUt tlw homc ,,f Mr8' !loblnson'
Plate, Crown and Bridge Work. Gold
Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 20.
Office and Residenceon River Street, one door
and
Plastic fllllngs. All kinds of wonder It declined a senatorship.
South of H. Meyer & Son’s Music Store.
MULDER BROS.. Publishers.
work done in a llrst-classdental ofThere Is a good deal of agitationin
Only twelve more days and the Infice. Office hours: 8 a. m. to 12, 1 p.
In lake port towns, relative the dissatHites of advertising made known on applicam. to 5 p. m. Open evenings.
conipctencyof the present Congress
OFFICE UOIIS: 11:30 i 11. t« 1:30 P. Jl.
tion.
isfaction of the Big Four with St. Jowill have exhausted Itself.
HoLiANnCiTTNews Printing H mile. Van 23-l-2y.
seph us a winter harbor.
THE
MARKETS.
der Veen Block, Eighth 8t„ Holland,Mich.
The Bible class of Grace church
Wheat# bushel ................. M
Memorial services were held in BenRye .................................42 Sunday school will give a social SaturBuckwheat ...................M day evening, Feb. 10, at Odd Fellows ton Harbor and St. Joseph, Sunday afBarley #cwt ...................
@100
ternoon, in honor of the men that were
Corn# bushel ................... 42 hall. All are invited.
Oats# bushel .....................28
30
lost on the steamer Chlcora.
Clover seed # bushel ............... @ S 00
Nathan Michael and wife, pioneer
Potatoes # bushel .................
42
DeKraker^Si De Roster have added
Flour # barrel ......................
@ 300 settlersof Berrien county, are aged 80
in
the rear of their meat market an
Cornmeal, bolted, # cwt ...........@ 1 60
Oornmeal, unbolted, # cwt ........ 4 1 00 and 84 years respectively,and have enengine
and boiler and all genuine
Ground feed ....................... @ 100 joyed 08 years of married life.
Middlings # cwt ....................
M
hand-made sausage is now made by
Bran # cwt .......................
„ 80
The vacancy In the office of deacopf machine.
Hay # ton .......................... 8 0°
in the Ninth street H. C. Ref, church,
. paying
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Wm.

Brusse & Co. have just

a large line of

sweaters which

recelwd
are

sold

at popular prices from 75c to$2.50 each*
Call

and see them.

Wm. Baumgartel attended the itatt
assembly of the K. of L. at Maoistat
this week. He was appointed a memOwing to the storm on Saturday, ber of the executiveboard.
and no trains, Revs. H. G. Blrchby of
The latest congressionalapportionHope church and W. H. Williamson
ment bill draws still closer the tie tbal
of Grand Rapids did not exchange
binds us to Grand Rapids by placing
their pulpits last Sunday as anKent and Ottawa in one district.
nounced.
There will be an old and young folks
The most notable storm of the seassocial at the residence of Mr. and Mri»
on of 1894 was that of May 18, when 20
Chas. Genshaw, Twelfth street, Wedvessels were cither wrecked or badly
nesday evening, Feb. 20.
short
damaged, the loss being $88,900, with
program has been arranged and all sit

@
@

Holder.

_

Van

The Grand River Valley Medical Soheld its quarterly meeting at
Hudsonvllle,Tuesday, but owing to
Home at Grand Rap- the weather, the condition of the
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cash purchases made at

of G. J.

Treasurer Brusse made his annual
settlementwith the county treasurer
Monday. The amount returned as delinquent was $336.

Honey ..............................
18
1*
den
Butter ...............................
15 caused by the death of G.
Kggs # dosen ......................
1®
PoS ............................... 8H and 7 Belt, and the declining of A. C. Rlnck,
Wood, hard, dry # cord ......... 1 75 Beach 150 has been filled by the election of J. D.
Chickens, dressed, lb (live 5@ 6 o).
8
10
Beane # bushel ....................
1 00
1 75
Ground Oil Cake _______ _____ 1.26 per hundred
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ciety

country roads, and the uncertaintyof
the trains, the attendance was un-

inmates.

m

We have some very slippery sldeuflVv
now. Try ’em. once.

walks Just

A

20 lives lost. The most serious loss
athletic club has secordially invited.
usually small.
occurred la Chicago harbor, where ten
lease of the large room In
The new pews for the old First vessels foundered or stranded, and The Republicans of Holland towin
the McBride- Beach block, and moved
church
on Ninth street, which have eight lives were lost.
ship, at their caucus Thursday, electin there last week.
been contracted for with the Grand
Reports from the fruit belt are that ed the following delegates to tbt
Geo. Ballard has accepted the new
Rapids School Furniture Co., are
county convention:L. Lugors, A. Vat
peaches
will endure twelve to fifteen
position tendered him by Boston partabout to arrive and will be placed In
der Haar, J. D. Bloemers, Flip Heyies. For the present his place with poiltlon next week. Work will com- below zero without injury, and the
boer, L. Reus, Fred Plasman, B. Rlkdanger line has not yet been reached.
the C. & B. Leather Co. will be taken
mence on Monday.
sen, G. Rooks, P. Berghuls.
If, however, the extreme cold continby John J. Cappon.
The citizens of Muskegon desirous ues and Lake Michigan becomes filled Tuesday evening a party of young
A very attractive feature of the gos- of extending recognition,In a quasi ofwith ice, as it seems probable it may, people agreeably surprisedH. Deonpel meeting In Bergen Hall Sunday
ficial way, to their eminent townsman the fruit crop may yet be in danger.
more, as his homo on College Sfe.
afternoonwas a solo by M. Van Put- C. H. Hackley, have Inaugurated a
Monday the plate glass was placed Choice refreshments were a part of
ten. It was appreciatedby all. The bo6m In his behalf for the nomination
the welcome, and the visitors voted
in Ed. VanpelPs new block and the
attendance was 150.
of regent of the university. This Is
their friend a most entertaininghoet»
enclosure In front removed, showing
G. J. Dlekema spent Tuesday In right, and let Ottawa as her nearest
the new structure In Its completed The company included Ed. Post, Isaao
Kalamaroo, the guest of the Lincoln neighbor second the nomination.
Flee, H. T. Godfrey, 8. Brouwer, J.
state. It Is an ornament to Eighth
Club, whom he addressed in the evenWild ducks are flocking In at a re- street; a credit alike to owner, archi- Scblppcrs, G. Hondellnk and Jno. Maning, at their annual banquet. His markable rate. They are in search
rite, with their respective ladles.
tect and builder; and said to be one of
topic was, “Abraham Lincoln."
for open water. The other day one the best constructed business blocks in
the Republicancity caucus*
The Third Ref. church held a con- flew Into the C. & W. M. flagman’s the city.
Thursday evening, the followingwem
gregational meeting Monday evening station, on Eighth street, bursting the
A mass-meeting for Sabbath observ- elected (lelegates to the county conto considerthe matter of calling a window pane. Sunday a flock of wild
vention:
pastor. After a frank discussion and geese were seen circlingover the city ance will be held in Hope church,
First ward— J. Dlnkeloo, J. Lokker*
an informal expressionof preference for a long while. It could not be as- Monday, Feb. 18, at 7:30 p. m., under
H. R. Doesburg, K. II. Cook, G. J. Van
the meeting adjourned for two weel^s. certained whether they were bound the auspices of the Woman’s Christian Duren, S. Kleyn.
Temperance Union, when the follow- Second ward— F. Van Ry, J. Van
for the north or the south.
Our new postmasterC. De Keyzer
den Berg.
ing program yvill be presented:
The “Bay View Circle” will meet
in receipt of his commission; it arrived
Third ward— E. Vaupell, H. LuidOrgan-VoluuUry-B.J. DeVtiea.
Monday. The transfer will not take Monday. Feb. 18, at two o’clock p. m., Pruyor— Prof. H. E. Doekor.
ens, G. Van Schelven, S. Boos, P. IL
place until at the close of the present it the home of Mrs. R. N. DeMercll. "Origin and Dealgn of th# Babbath"-Prof.N. McBride, H. Kleklntveld,
Fourth ward— W. Brusse, J. Kulfce,
M. Stcfl.ir.B.
quarter, March 31. This is In accord-/ Eightfc street. Work for the afterSr., A. Verlee, G. J. Dlekema, L. MurLadies'
Quartette.
noon: Chapters V and VI of French
ance with precedent. Jacob Iloek
der.
"The Temporal Benefit*of One Day of Heat"—
literature, History of Art, and
slated for the position as assistant.
Fifth ward— A. Vlsscher,J. KcrkProf. O. M. McLean.
Rambles in the South of France, In Solo-Prof. J. B.
Hot,
—
Ed. Bertsch and John E. Benjamin
January magazine; also The Peasant "Tbe NaUcnal, and tba State of Michigan Law*
jointly celebrated their birthday SatThe Women's Relief Corps will glvg
respecting tlie Sabbat n"— Hon. G. J. DioWorld in France, from Febuary num
urday evening, at the home of the
a “hard time social" Wednesday evenkema
her of magazine.
Solo— Miss Kersbner.
former, on Eleventh street. The hon
ing, Feb. 20, 1895, In the 8. of V. hall*
"Sabbath Desecration"- Prof. J H Klelnbekael.
ors were divided between them. While
over
the post office. It has been orWard & Russel have taken the conS Solo— A. C. V. B. Gilmore.
Ed. done the entertainingJohn furndained
that the ladles' dresses arc to
tract of building the new blocRJur
Closing Remarka-Rev. H. G. Blrchby.
ished the victim. It was a merry
be of cotton, and no Jewelry; genUoPrayer—
Rev
Jaookes.
C. Hall. /Ttiey wTTl luiuuiUficeas soon
evening to all that attended.
men shall wear cotton neckties; a penThe addresses will all be short.
as the weather permits and push it to
alty of ten cents will be collected
Maj. Ruffner, a U. S. engineer, has a finish, the lessor of the ground floor,
The
board of directors of the Y. M: from all who dress otherwise. The
completed tables of the measurement the Stern-Goldman Clothing co., being
C. A., at their meeting on Tuesday program Includes refreshments, in
of the flow of the Niagara river at var- anxious to occupy the same at as early
evening, organized for the year by keeping with the spirit of the occasion,
ious levels. He adheres to the opinion a date as possible.Messrs. Ward &
electing the following officers:
The tickets are ten cents, and the prothat the Chicago drainagecanal, when Russel left here this week for Chicago,
President—John C. Post.
ceeds will be set aside for a worthy
completed,will lower the level of Ni- where they are figuring on a new
Vice-president— Gerrit J. Dlekema.
purpose.
agara river about seven-tenthsof a courthouseto be erected this summer
Secretary— Dr. J.G. Huizinga.
Treasurer— E. P. Stephan.
foot and the level of LakeMichigan and at Postage, Wls.
The next Y. M. C. A. social, which
Gen'l secretary— Henry Geerllngs.
tributary waters accordingly.
will be held in Bergen Hall Thursday
The following standing committees
At Ypsilantl the foreman of one of
Tuesday it was Mrs. Rev. K. Van
evening, promisesto be the affair of
the hose companies, Samuel Graham, were announced:
Goor’s birthday. In the evening the
Executive— W. Brusse, B Steketee, the season. The committee has been
has been arrested, charged with Incenparsonage was the scene of a merry
G.
J. Van Duren, J. Kole, G. Van directed to extend their invitation*
diarism. For the past eighteen
Schelven.
gathering. The premiseswere at the
far and wide and include all the young
months fires, destroying vacant housFinance— G. J. Dlekema, C. M. Stef- men employed in the factories of Holmercy of a surprise party, composed of
es and outbuildings,have been frefens, J. G. Huizinga,G. W. Browning, land. The usual program and rea large number of the lady members
quent, and the fact that Capt. Gra- J. Kole.
of the congregation. The well-wishes
freshmentsthat follow, are but inciham’s men were always ready to reEducational— G. Van Schelven, C.
were emphasized by a well-fllled purse,
dentals this time. The Ladles Quai^
spond caused some suspicion, which N. McLean, G. W. Browning,B. Steand true sociability was the marked the police officers have gradually fol- ketee, C. A. Dutton.
tette of the M. E. church will be there
feature of the evening.
and
give three or four selections. So
Prayer-meeting—C. A. Dutton, W.
lowed up. As a result a former minA. Wing, E. P. Stephan, Dr. J. A. will Zora’s Orchestra.Prof. BeardsThe annual meeting of the Western ute man of the fire force was taken In Mabbs.
lee also has kindly offered to exhibit
Social Conference will be held In the custody and made a full confession,
Social— W. Brusse, E. P. Stephan, his collection of paintings and views,
Graves Library Building, Tuesday, implicating Capt. Graham and another
*
r»
r- i which Includes such works as the ParFeb. 19th, at 10 o’clock a. m. The member of the company.
Reccptionand rooms— Dr. J.
_____
Huizinga,W. A. Wing, G. Van Schel llament House, Westminster Abby,
following are the topics:
The sensationin Fillmore last week ven. J.
/ St. Paul Cathedraland the Tower Id
I. The authorship and accuracy of
was the mysterious disappearance of
London; the Arch of Triumph, and
the gospel of St. John. Prim.— Rev.
the wife of Dr. Henry Bos, which at
At 1:30 o’clock,on the afternoon of Vendome Column, In Parls;monument
j J. Van der Meulen, D. D. Sec.— Rev.
onetime began to assume serious as- Friday, Feb. 22, patriotic exercises to at Waterloo, Antwerp and Cologne
H.G. Blrchby.
pects, to such an extent that the commemorate the 163rd anniversary cathedrals, views on the Rhino, and Id
II. Is our theological training beat
neighbors organized into searching of Washington’sbirth will be held In Switzerland, Heidelberg castle,
adapted to the present demand upon
all the Public School buildings of this Worlds fair views, American scenery,
city.
These exercises will consist of comic sights, etc.
ter, I). D. Sep.— Pres. G. J. Kollen. !thc “hereabouts ot the unfortunate
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the City.
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singing, speaking, drills, etc.
Officersfor the ensuing year will be ! "onla"' ellbeJ deJ!d 0r„allTeI1 8he‘8a
Rooms No. 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Centchosen. Dinner at the City Hotel, ijlaughterofMr.
DeWt; had
been married to the doctor, who was tral building will unite and give their
All members arc urged to attend.
a widower,only about a year; and as program in the high school room.

ALL THE LATEST EFFECTS IN

Van^

Wash Goods,

m

______

‘DR;

(

.

Ducks, Sateens, Pongees.

* CREAM

|

the night of Friday and Saturday she

|

Maple str. school (Fourth ward) will
returned, was aud met the following meet in room No. 1 of their bhilding.
morning by the doctor, lying on the j Maple Hill school (Fifth ward) will
sofa in his office. The poor woman re- meet in room No. 1, at 1:00 o'clock.
fused to disclose where she had been, | Room No. 3, high schobl building,
and informed 1 er husband that she will meet in their room at 7:30 p. m:,
A cream of tartar baking powder, had returned after her clothes and to give a musical and literaryprogram,
j

,

cryt/

l

To

Van der Veen Block, Eighth 8t

__

Highest Award—

reports have it, at times the married
life of the

„

at the World’s Fair.

Rooms No. 5 and 0 of the Centra
young wife has been very will meet In No. 5.
disappointingto her. Mrs. Bos left Rooms jNo. 7 and 8 of the Central
her home during the night lietween will meetlin No. 7.
Tuesday and Wednesday of last week, Rooms No. 11 and 12 of the Central
and despite all inquiry and search she will meet in No. 12.
could not be found. The inclemency
The Columbia ave school (First
of the weather added additional alarm ward) will meet in their building in
to her continuedabsence, until during room No. 4.

Spring Dress Goods, Silks,
Velvets,

W|
G.
Kole.
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i

Rnva

y

I

W.II

Bakina Pnu/riprfn
ro8

'

ed in effecting a change of

' FHItuoreto at
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mind, and

win.
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MOST PERFECT MADE
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Gnp« Cream of Tirtar Powder.
Fm

..... A pure
all of these exercises thfe patrons
are most cordiallyi0-

wn7A««^, Alum

or

any Other idultefinl,

40 YEARS THB STANDARD.

George Washington.

Twenty thousand patriot colonists ectual riche i and glories of Shakeclosed in upon the retreating speare, fell through moral weakness
How shall any man add aught to the
British
in boston. This afm v must be and stained the white robes of the
praise or eulogy of George Washingsupplied,
must he organizedand lord high chancellor of England with
ton? How shall any man gild refined

Holland City News.
SATURDAY, FEB.

Holland,

-

had

16, 1896,

-

Mich. gold?

bribes. Godlike intellect when divorced from godlike virtue has always
something in it, that is sinister and
devilish.Even the best of the great
had men of history go hack to Milton’s
K. O. T. M.
Satan for their prototype.
-<T ?»
But with all this moral greatness It
Bir KnlcbU an cordiallyinviUd to attend. and still the illustrious name in our Massachusettsorator and patriot
.•^Cheapest Life InroranocOrta* known. Pull
made
that
famous
motion
that
Col.
is
not claimed that Washington was
annals. Every land and people on the
particular*ki?co on application.
Autmw EumBDCOTON. Command*- globe knows that name and holds It In George Washington, of Virginia,be perfect.
mortal man is that.
W. A. Hollkt, B. K.
Washington
was
human. His love for
declared
the
commander-in-chief
of
reverential honor.
But while he needs nothing from us the new Continentalarmy, he only put that “Lowland beauty" of his boyhood
we, his proud and grateful, but some- in parliamentary form the thought proves this and is a touch of nature
times forgetful, countrymen, do yet and judgment and wish of all his as- that makes him kin to all mankind.
Attorneys.
He had a temper, that sometimes on
need something from him. It is the sociates.
rviBKEMA.O.J.,Attorney at Law.OoUcotiODa continuingmission of great men in
So the hour had found the man, as great provocations, escaped from the
1-f promptly attendedto. Offloo,ore* Firet
this world to lift up and guide nations out there stepped from the Virginia control of his Iron wil. The labored
*Btate Bank.
and
peoples by their examples, and delegation and advanced to the bar of defense of Edward Everett, to prove,
Vf cBRIDE, P. II.; Attorney. Real EaUte and
Jyl Insurance.Office. McBride's Block.
still confronted as the American the House to accept his great trust, that it never did, is effeminate and
T>OST, J. C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law. people are to-day by the mighty, un- this modest frontier colonel, legislator useless.
JL Beal EaUte ano Colleotiona. Office,Post's solved problems of their national life, and planter— tall, imposing and comSome men mistake the difference
Block.
between
temper and disposition.
manding
in
appearance,
his
fine
form
it becomes them, especially as they apBanks.
proach his anniversary, to contemp- made athletic and sinewy by long, Washington’s disposition was always
History and biography, elo- adopted by the Congress for all the
quence and poetry have exhausted colonies,and must be given a colonial
their combined riches upon the suc- leader.
Who should this leader be?
cessful leader of the American revoluJohn Adams has had credit for distion, and the founder of the American
republic— our first great national hero, covering him; hut when the sturdy

SOCIETIES.

‘

H.

Meyer & Son’s

Music House
DEALERS IN

No

Pianos^

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

_

A. B. Chase,

Crown,
Russell,

_

Smith and Barnes.

Organs^,
Story and Clark,
United States,
Farrand and Votey,

late anew the lofty patriotism and manly exercise;his judgment ripened just, humane and noble, hut he had
STATE BANK. Commercialand SatLawrence Seven- Oct.
Dep’t I. Cappon.Preeldent. Germ civic virtues of this illustriouscitizen. hy experience in war and peace— the naturally, a strong and fiery temper.
W. Mokma, Cashier.CaplUl Stock >80.000.
Every great crisis in the history of very ideal picture of the hero which In this he was like almost every great
TJOLLAND CITY STATE BANK. Commercial the world has found its man to control the crisis demanded.Such was George man of action that history records.
Jtl and Barings Dept. J. Van Patton, Free
and guide it. This has been the un- Washington, the MAN, who now at He had in him that same latent fire,
0. Verschur*. Cashier.Capitol stock 150,000.
varying order of history, and the the mature age of 43— almost the same spirit, mettle— that electric magazine
Home, Wheeler & Wilson, Domestic, HouseBoots and Shoes.
American revolution was no exception age as Cromwell when he left his plow of power, which sometimes must exhold, and Standard.
TTBBOLP M Dealer in Boots and Rhoee. suo- to it. Before the first murmurs of at Huntlogden, and Grant when he plode. Your amiable nobody has no
11 ocesor to E. Herold A Co.
discontent were heard In that struggle left the store and tannery at Galena— such explosive material In his compothe man was being prepared for the so modestly took upon him this solemn sition, and so may not be expected to
Sheet Music, Folios and all Kinds of Musical Instruments.
Clothing.
crisis. On the banks of the Potomac trust and a few days later drew his break the peace with any impropriety
sword under the classic elms of Cam- of speech
T> OSMAN B BOTHERS. Merchant TaUon and and the Rappahannock, in those early
Dealers in Ready Made. Oent's Furnish- Virginia settlements, thirty years be- bridge as the leader of the American
But your great men, like Luther,
Pianos, Organs and Sewing Machines Rented.
ing Goods a Specialty.
who have to confront Popes and devils
fore the first shot was fired at Lexing- Revolution.
I do not propose here to speak of and like Cromwell and Washington
Dry Goods and Groceries. ton and Concord, a truthful and manly hoy was growing up, ripening into that great struggle,or of Washing- who have to combat kings and tyrants
nOOT * KBAMEB. Dealers in Dry Goods, Notions, Uroocrlet,Flour, Peed, etc., Eighth the hone and gristle of a stalwart ton’s part in it, or to discuss and esti- must have the fiery stuff in them,
young manhood. He came of good mate his conduct as the military com- that heroes are made of. Alexander
VAN PUTTEN, G. A SONS, General Dealers In stock and blood, and back of him for mander in that memorable contest. slew his friend in a passion. Cromwell
Dry Goods, Groceries,Crock«y. Hats, and
Caps, Flour, Produce, etc. Elver Street
600 years, rooted in the sou of Eng- Out of that seven years of war, with drove out the parliament in a rage
land, was a pedigree of solid English Its great trials and responsibilities,Napoleon stormed at kings and their
TTIIBST

r

inits

Sewing riachines^-^

j

!

New

,

.

D

RIVER STREET,

U

HOLLAND, MICH.

V

Drugs and Medicines.

with

ancestors.

common

TTVOESBURQ,J. 0.. Dealer In Drugs and MediWith only the
rlnes,Paints and Oils. Toilet Articles, Imcation of that early
ported and Domestic Cigars. Eighth Street

Its

and Jackson,

our Anun>w
a memorable crisis,

at

school eduday, the young unequal army, Its plots, intrigues and crushed an incipientrebellionand
man was soon being educated in the cabals, he came at last triumphant. saved the Union with hi< extra-judiALSH, HEBKR, Druggist and Pbsrtnsciri
broader school of nature and experi- I come to speak of his accomplished cial oath of “By the Eternal." And
a full
10
ith Street.
business.City Drug!
ence, in the great forest, under the career and the great qualities that a far greater than these, who spoke as
open heavens, with his surveyor’s have given him his world-wide and never man spoke, lashed the gamblers
Hardware.
chain and his sword, in Indian wars, immortal fame— his two great titles of and money changers from the tempie.
Washington belongs not with the
detending the frontier settlements “the man first In war, first in peace,
xr AN OORT. J. B. General Hardware and
and first in the hearts of his country- conquerors—with Alexander, Caesar,
Btovea.Repairing promptlyattendedto. from savage incursions.
Eighth Street.
How strange are some of the paral- men," and “the greatest of good men, Napoleon,but with the great unselfish
patriots— with Timoleon and Epamllels of history! Lincoln, our later he- and the best of great men.”
Manufactories,Shops, Etc.
Is he entitled to all this fame? Was nondas, with Cinclnnatusand the Caro, whose name stands next to WashJ^LIIMAN^J.^Va^onand Carriage Mannfaoington in our love and gratitude,was he so great a man as all this praise,as tos, with Hampden and William of
Dealer in Agriculturalfoplemenu'lSw St.
in early life a surveyor in the western all this vast apotheosis of eulogy, Orange.

U

stock

You

;

V

wilderness,as his great predecessor would indicate? If so, what are the
It is useless to compare him with
was in the eastern; an Indian fighter, sources, what the reason and the se- Napoleon. It were belter to eonira<t
too, a captain in the Black Hawk cret of this superlative estimate? them The great Corsican and "
Was it because he was successful?
war.
Meat Markets.
great Virginian were entirely riksiiui
Growing still apace, the manly I know how the world applauds suc- lar. They belonged to different races
T\H KRAKER A DE KOSTER, Dealers in all
kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats. Market on young Virginian is soon the leading cess and showers its honors upon suc- and were cast in different melds. The
Biver Street.
Kpirit and military commander of all cessful heroes. But even had Wash- physical men were wide apart in apWTILL VAN DER VRKBE, Dealer In all kinds that Potomac region, and his skill, en- ington failed in the Revolution and pearance. Washington
tall,
vT of Freeh and Salt Meats. Market on durance and courage in those cam- gone to the dungeon or the scaffold
straight and commanding, with the
Eighth Street.
paigns against the Indians and their and the great stream of English histo- large bone, the florid face and the blue
Miscellaneous.
French allies swell the measure of his ry had tlnwed on undivided and this eyes of the Anglo-Saxon. Napoleon
TTEPPEL.T., Dealer in Wood and Coal, lath early fame. Then with the peace, the great Republic been only a larger Can- was short, and in his later years, corIV shinglee, salt, land end calcined plarter young commander lays aside the sword, ada, j’et such was the man and such pulent and dumpy, small of hand and
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we are making on Coal and
Wood Heaters, hut we need the
room for our Spring Goods so the
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prices
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feats, its unorganized,ill supplied
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Corner Eight and Cedar Streets.

marries and settles upon his inherited his lofty character that he would have bone, with the sallow, olive complexS. R.. Dealer In Fancy Notions.
V/ Departmentand Bazaar Goods ind Tinware country seat at Ml. Vernon, and like stood at the head of all the unsuccess- ion and dark piercing eyes of the Latnfbth Street.
his ancestors is now a rich landed pro- ful heroes of liberty— the Vanes, the in race.- Washington was slow, retirprietor, a Virginiafarmer and planter Sidneys, the Russels, the Kosciuseos ing and dignified;deliberate and calm
/CRANDALL.

Painters.

and country gentleman. So he might
1 MAAT, R., House, Carriage, and Sign have remained to the end, had not the
D"iPainting,plain and ornamentalpaper bancBtaop at residence,on Seventh St., near R voice of patriotism called hinrto take
B. Depot
part with his neighbors and the oppressed people of the Colonies against
Physicians.
the tyranny of the mother country.
TT'REMERS.H.. Physician and Surgeon. BeelIn those early days of the great
Iv dence on Twelfth etrret, corner of Market.
struggle, when Patrick Henry was
Office at drug store, Eighth Street.
melting and thrillingthe House of
burgessess with his sublime and
BLB°wr CBSr^rk.

Watches and
IBBYMAN. 0.. A

ings, Veranda posts, Build-

the liberatorsof history, the hero of a nitled in manner.

great people and the founder of

a

mighty Republic.
But aside from all questionsof success or failure,as we look at the man,
what was it, that made Washington
great? It is clear, that It was not the
neTdoor' Onfe^ ! matchless eloquence, Washington possession of great or brilliant intel| sat with Jefferson and Richard Henry lectual faculties. Not in congress nr
Lee and Mason and Pendleton,all un- convention,nor as speaker, writer, or
Jewelry.
der that spell, on the members’ bench- even soldier, were these displayed.
es. Then as the contest grew deeper Other men have excelledhim In all

BON, Watchmaker* and Jew.
> elers. and Dealers lu Silverware.Reipairing and broader, be was sent up with his these ways.
B'
rket Sts
promptly executed.Cor. River and Marl
What was it,
colleagues to that first Continental

Rising

now

to the intellectual and

THE BEST

moral, the sharp contra>t is still un-

Three-shoveland Steal Frame

broken. True. Napoleon here out-

Cultivatorin the market.

LanM's

Dr.

and the Kossuths. But he did not fail, in speech and action. Napoleon was ing Material.
and by the wide and universal acclaim quick and restless of movement, impeMade to order if desired.
of mankind he stands at the head of tuous of speech and sometimes undig

Saloons.

promptly delivered.

Sidings, Floorings, Mould-

Dental Parlors.
He makes

beautiful Teeth at the very
Lowest Prices.

shines the great American in intellec-

Double Shovel and Steel Frame fivetual power ar.d genius for war and shovel cultivators,with Lever 62
government as he docs, perhap-, all Spike Points. Harrows.
Spring Harrows.
other great men, ancient or modern.
The above articleralways on hand.
Had he, when Consul, refused the
P. II. WILMS.
crown as Cromwell and Washington
Holland.Mich., May 25. 1894.
did, and devoted himself to peace,

Moved

-

-

Book-Bindery
We have moved our Bindery
from Van der Veen Block and

making war for defense but not for
conquest, this world has never seen

dan now be found at
then, that gave him such a ruler as he would have been.
Two Bicycles.
De (irodnwet hinting House,
his command?
But In moral greatness compared with
I have two second-hand bicycles for lorthRivfrStrftt.
I have no space here to give even a Washington,he was a dwarf. The sale, used but a few months. Just as
Magazines, Papers, Old Books
catalogue of his virtues:but In a word one is the embodiment of human in- good as new. For sale very cheap.
etc.,
Bound in neatand strong
—it was manhood; It was character; tellect and will, devoted, In the main, Call at the confectionary of
Style.
C. Blom, Jr.
it was moral greatness. It was that to selfish ambition; the other is the
Holland,Mich., Jan. 9, ’95.
nice adjustment of the moral and in- noblest combinationof the moral and

Congressat Philadelphia.
He was now 43 years of age; behind
Cl I 111 j _ WlilwmlynuumplesFRKR him was an experience of eleven years
I
|f jvU win send us vour own
anil iidilrw*of others you
a
^r\kll"w' who think of baUdlnx. as surveyor and lu the military ser:l|
ArchitecturalBureau. 720
vice of the colony, and fifteen years
Ctestnat BuPhilsdelphisJPa
service in its legislative body, the
House of burgessess, beside the con- tellectual faculties, that perfect blend- intellectualfaculties,inspired hy jusHOLLAND, MICH.
stant businessattention required in ing of parts, that lofty sense of duty tice and patriotism and guided hy du- Rdntfd Rates to Detroit and Lansing
Fir Hale and To RentFor the conventionsnamed, the C.
the management of his large estates. in the performance of every trust, ty. The one is a fiery, portentousmeW. M. and D. L. & N. lin^s will
One house for sale, at a bargain, and Thus was he being ripened and pre- that spotlesstruth, that stainless teor, seen through the lurid smoke of
sell round trip tickets,as follows:
another to rent. Both on Thirteenth pared for the great responsibility
honor, that IncorruptibleIntegrity, battles,amid dissolving governments Detroit— Republican Slate Convenstreet. Inquire of A. J. Van Raalte,
A COMPLETE
which was soon to be cast upon him.
that dauntless courage and unshaken and toppling thrones and quenched at tion— one fare, sell Feb’y 20 and 21Eleventh street.
This man was no border malcontent endurance— all these and nlore, that last in utter darkness. The other is Return limit Feb’y 23d.
Lansing— Prohibition State Convenor outlaw, to take up arms against his made up that consummate piece of an orderly planet in its appointed
tion— one and one third, sell Feh’y 20
For the finest smoke in the city, king. He was rich in this world's manhood which flowered out in that sphere, a grand and quenchlesslumin- and 21— Return limit Feb’y 22nd.
either 5 or 10 cent cigar, go to
goods, one of the largest landowners eighteenthcentury of time and which ary, shining ever on with undimin3— 2w
J. 0. Doesbuko.
in America, happy in his domestic re- Is now evermore the priceless posses- ished luster,lighting the world with
There is no Verdigrisor other imlations, secure and content in his sion and glory of history. This is the liberty,In the serene, eternal heavens,
nurity in Chase’s Barley Malt Whisky.
beautiful home on the banks of the supreme greatness of Washington.
—-//on. Chas. S. May, in the Detroit
Chemical b,
It Is rich and nutritious, and the best
Children Cry for
Potomac, overlookinghis broad acres
More than ever before mankind. In Free
of all Whiskies for family and mediPatent Medicines,
«•»
and the peaceful valley ot the noble, this age, are coming to regard and esicnal purposes. Sold by
Pitcher's Castorla.
Staple Drugs and
E. F. Sutton, Holland.
winding river. What cause had he to timate human greatness from the
Deafness Cannot be Cured
Sundries,
rebel? What need he care for the moral standpoint. Mere intellectual by local applications, as they cannot
stamp act in London or the scattered greatness Is no longer the highest test, reach the diseased portions of the ear.
Paints,
ticklei'i Arnica Salrc
tea chests in Boston harbor? It ex- nor does It always even entitle its pos- There is only one way to cure deafness
Oils
The Best Salve in the world for
Outs, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers. Salt- alts the patriotism of Washington to sessor to admiration or respect. Ed- and that ts by constitutional remedies.
and Varnishes.
DeafnessIs caused by an Inflamed conRheum, Fever Sore, Tetter, Chape
remember these things. Rich, happy, gar Allan Poe was perhaps our most
dition
of
the
mucous
lining of the
Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skin prosperous, secure, naturally conservaintellectualpoet-a great word artist Eustachian Tub. When this tube is
Eruption, and positively cures Piles,
tive and loyal, in church and state, and critic, but he was without moral Inflamed you have a rumbling sound
or no pay required. It Is guaranteed
Stationery, Fancy Good,
or imperfecthearing, and when it is
to give perfect satisfaction,or money like all his ancestors, he was neverthe- substance or character, a neglected
entirely closed, deafness is the result,
Periodicals, School
refunded. Price 25 cents per box. less willing and ready to put all these outcast, and died in a drunken de
and unless the inflammation can be
For sale by Heber Walsh “The Drug- good things at stake and incur the
• & College
haueb. Aaron Burr was a brilliant taken out and this tube restored to Its
gist.’
a Specialty.
penalties of treassn and the risk of lawyer, an astute politician, the ac- normal condition, hearing will be destroyed
for
ever,
nine
cases
out
of
ten
the halter, for the principle of human complished vice-president of the
are catarrh, which Is nothing but an
liberty,and for this alone.
A FULL USE OF CHOICE CIGARS.
United States, but he was a notorious inflamed condition of the mocous surChildren Cry for
But now the guns of Lexington and shamelesslibertine,the slayer of faces.
Pitcher's Castorla.
crack on that villagegreen and their Hamilton, a plotter and conspirator We will give One Hundred Dollars
to any case of deafness (caused by
Pore Wines and Liquors for Medicinal
far echoes reach the patriot Congress against the government which bad
catarrh) that cannot be cared hy Hall’s
Purposes.
at Philadelphia. They waked the col- honored him, and he died in disgrace
Catarrah Cure. Send for circulars;
Money to Loan.
onies to action, as the guns of Sum- and poverty, deserted and' alone. Ba- free. '
The Ottawa County Building and ter waked the loyal North to action a con, that greatest of all Intellectual
F, J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
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men,
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THE INTER OCEAN

the
a

A CMdenMtion of Mmj Inter* Unf Bits
Lakbiko, Mich., Feb. 8. -In the aennte
of Hewe.
bill empowering the governorto appoint
a Llnd&nv of Downline is the
health board for Detroit came up for
ri . i.u J/
i’ I
reading, when the roll call showed but sixteen president of the Michigan Lumber
rotea for It, one less than was necessary to Dealers* association.
pass It, and the vote was reconsidered and the
By an incendiary fire at Midland E.
bill tabled,to be taken up when the absentees
were present.Bills were Introduced for In- Berrymans’ grocery and George Jencorporation of labor and trades unions; re- ning’s saloon were destroyed. Loss,
quiring lobbyists to registertheir names with $5,000.
the sergeant-at-arms, with the measuresupon
For stealing$600 from a drunken
which they are engaged, and subsequently to

j

third ^

CLEARIINCE
a

Houghton.
Lansing. Mich.. Feb.

and Ulsters
Odd

sizes and broken lots. These

will be closed out at buyers prices.

in the store for
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The Weekly Inter Ocean [Cl .00

MAIL

1ST

years.

In

year
year

per

per year
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S A NEWSPAPER THE INTER OCEAN keeps abreast of the tiMS In all
[••RWU- It »P«ree neitherMins nor expenee In secnrtnf ALL TUB
^ NEWS AND THE BEST OP CURR1
-----LITERATURE.
--------1RENT
*

The Weekly Inter Ocean
AS A FAMILY PAPER IS NOT EXCELLED BY ANY.

U

J|

It has somethingof interestto each member of the family.
its youth's Department i> the very best of its kind.
II ITS LITERARY FEATURES are
||

-

unequaled.

thorizing the father of children under
Much hemlock timber is being gotten
guardianship to demand an accounting
out
near Cheboygan.
from the guardian;prohibiting railroad comThe nineteenth annual Berrien counpanies In Michiganfrom charging an excess of
one cent per ton for each mile for hauling Iron ty Sunday school convention will be
ore; appropriating 1112.000 for the industrial
held at Buchanan Februa®’ 19 and 20.

POLITICALLYIT IS REPUBLICAN, and gives Its readers the benefit of tha
ablest discussions on all live politicaltopics.It also gives them THE NEWS OP
Inti VVOKLU*

TWELVE-PAGE PAPER.

IT IS A

school for boys, and 125.000 for an electric light
A mandamus has been issued against
plant for the state capitol building; dividing
the state Into sixty-four legislativedistricts, the commissioner of pensions to eninstead of 100 as now; prohibiting theaters,
force the restoration of a pension of
opera houses and dance halls from opening on
$72 a month to Judge Long.
Sunday.

THE INTER OCEAN IS PUBLISHED IN CHICAUO,THE NEWS AND COnilBRCIAL
CENTER OP ALL WLST OP THE ALLEOHANY MOUNTAINS, AND IS BETTER
ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OP THU
. PEOPLE OP THAT SECTION THAN ANY
PAPER FARTHER EASI.

.....

It

Is

In

accord with tbo people of the West both In Politics end Literature.

Please rememb-.'r that the ->rlco ol The

Weekly IntCi- Oce

in Is ONLY

ONE DOL*

publishers of The Inter

THE WEEKLY INTER OCEAN BOTH

SALE.

For the remainder of the season we will sell

0.—

of the

DAILY (withoutSunday) ............... $6.oo
DAILY (with Sunday) ..................
$8.oo

Lansing.Mich., Feb 12.— One of the moal
Eugene L. Maxwell, vice president
AR PER YEAR.
Important bills thus far IntroducedIn the of the Shaw Electric Crane company
legislaturewas presented Monday. It Is the
of Muskegon, died suddenly at his
production of the state municipal commission,
which has been at worn for the last six months, home in Brooklyn on Sunday.
By special arrangement with the
and provides for a charter for third-classcities
Michael Callahan, charged with an
or those having a population of not less than
Ocean we are able to offer
assault on William Wickwire on No10,000 nor more than SO.OOOi If It becomss a
vember
11,
was
held
for
trial
at
Kalalaw fifteencities with an aggregate populamazoo in bonds of $5,000.
tion of 800.000will be Incorporated under 11
The electiveofficers provided for are the mayThe negotiationsat Grand Rapid*
or, clerk, treasurer,one assessor,two Justices
for a union of the West Michigan and
AND
of the peace and one police Justice, in addition
Fair associations to give
a union
to two aiucimuii
aldermen uuu
and uuo
one oousiaoic.
constable.Aii
All me
the State
..... - ..... — — .... .....
b
------- _ . . _ Vjr/\f f ft HY
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GLOVES
and CAP

And Has the Largest

the senate
The Michigan Reform Press associaFriday the bill authorizing thegovernerto appoint a health board for Detroit was passed. tion was organized at Greenville reBills were passed requiringthat one-half cently. Editor W. D. Warren, of the
the members of the state board of agriculPeople’s Tribune, Saginaw, is the presiture be graduates of the agricultural coldent.
It is expected that all populist
lege; for the Incorporationof clubs of
American wheelmen, and providing a Jury papers In Michigan will become memcommissionfor Bay county. Bills were Intro- bers.
duced as follows;Authorizing the making of
The Michigan Central railway comcontracts to care for United States prisoners;
making the offloeof state railway commis- pany has harvested 2,000 carloadsof
sioner elective Instead of appointive;au- ice.

Overcoats
Left over.

Most Popular Republican Newspaper

at Muskegon William Benedict
was sent to Marquette prison for four

Itemized account of expenses Incurred;
appropriating 1115.000 for the mining school at

FEW

THK-

man

tile an

W© Have

-IS

.

iu

boards ore to be composed of five mem- fair tills season were adjourned until i I
bers and are to be strictly nonpartisan.
February 2fi at Lansing, when it is|
Bills were Introduced In the legislatureMonthought an agreement will be reached.
day as follows: For a state board of plumbers,
to examine and licenseplumbers;for compulsory instructionIn vocal music In the schools
In Incorporated cities and teachers’institutes;
Close of the Career of a tlrllltantLawyei
reincorporating the city of New Haven, and

city

any cap

$1.00. Cheaper Grades at corresponding
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FOR THE SUM

JUDGE WALKER DEAD.

!

and Author.

for the Incorporationof Traverse CUy.
Among the Important bills noticed were: Foi

figures.

HE

Detroit, Feb.

12.—

Judge Charles

God Dollar and

I.

no

Gents.

the abolishmentof the office of state dairy ’ Walker, who died at Flint Monday
and food commissioner;providing one brakemorning, was one of the most learned
man tor every two oars on passenger trains;reIS the time to subscribe for these two paper.
two papers
pealing the law under which parties receiving and distinguished men of Detroit,and
will furnish you with the best reading matter for the long win*
for
years one
thf
Injuriesfrom defective sidewalks may bring
ter evenings.
suits against municipalitiesfor damages; abolbrightest ernameuts
bar.
ishing the present system of canvassing votes
was
born
at
Butternuts, Otsegc
by substituting a county board consistingof
IT
the prosecuting attorney, county clerk. Judge
A\n!-hiluT,181i»tiIinir18ai|TI1I80^er
I80?60 10 new subscribers and also to those paying In advftnoe
of probateand the chairman of each county
to Michigan, settling
Subscriptions received at News Office,
committeeof any party polling15 percent, of Grand Rapids. For two years he wai
the total vote at the last preceding state
editor and proprietorof the Grand
election.
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 18.— In the senate Tues- Rapids Times. In 1840 he was elected
day a resolutionwas Introduced and tabled by to the state legislature. He settled in
a vote of It to 10 urging members of congress Detroit in 1851, becoming a partner oi
to use thslr best effort to restore silver to Its
proper position In the United States as a E. C. Walker, his brother. Judge
money
Bills were introduced Walker had been a great student ol
for the establishment of
permancnl history, belonging to many societies
state waather service, and providing
end contributing much to the literature
graduatedtax upon Inheritances,the proceeds
of the 'day. “The Life of Cadillac."
to be for the benefit of the primary school
fund. Bills were pawed appropriating IIO.OOC “Michigan from 179(1 to 1805," “The
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Go.

BALD
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metal
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to mark the poaltlonof Michigan troops
at the battles -of Chattanoogaand
Chlckamauga: providing for vestibules
for the protection of motormen on electric
street railways after January 1, 1896; provld
Ing a Jury commissionfor the upper peninsula,
and authorizing Judges of probate to determine
when Insane parsonshave been restored to
soundness of mind.

House.
Lansing, Mich., Feb. &— In the bouse
a favorable report was made on the bill repealing the mortgage tax feature of the geoaral
tax law. BlUe were introduced providing for
the death penalty for murder; providing for a
uniform Uqu or tax of 1400, and providing that
saloons be permittedto remain open on the
Fourth of July, New Year’s day, Washington’s birthdty and Labor day. Bills
were noticed to prohibitcorporations
from requiringany of their employes to
tske out life InsuranceIn any particularoompaoy; providing for the closing of theatersand
similarplaces of amusemsnt on Sunday;
making It unlawful to mesmerizeor hypnotise
a person without his consent; requiring the
regents of the university to cover Into the
state treasury all money held by them In trust
and empowering the regents to take and hold

Civil Administrationof Gen. Hull,"
“The Northwest Territory During the
Revolution" and other contribution*

attracted widespread attention. He
was a professor of the University ol
Michigan law department for fifteen
years and was a judge of the Wayne

AIEUIlimMIK

JinuiimN

circuit court in 1867.
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Jury duly; requrlng the placing of a
United States flag on every school-

time
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buy.
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^Heating Stoves

I100.00Q

beld by the state against the State Agricultural society, and prohibiting conspiracyby
employesto prevent employment of other per-

sona

A WIFE’S TRIBUTE.

Note our great reductionsin prices of

Standing at the Head of HU Coffin She
Eulogises Her Dead Husband.

i"

much

so that

many around hsr were

in

tears.

BRADLEY 18 ACQUITTED.

Watch
M, Notices
Space
Next
Week.
*

the club will be held on the evening ol
February 22 at the Auditorium,beginning promptly at 7 o’clock. The list
of speakers is not yet complete, but ac
far it includes Gov. William McKinley,
of Ohio, Gov. D. H. Hastings, of Pennsylvania, Gov. -elect Henry Clay
Evans, of Tennessee, Hon. C. H. Aldrich, of Illinois, Hon. H. D. Estabrook,
of Nebraska, and Hon. W. O. Bradley,
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of the Wheat t-upply.
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82.20 per gallon.
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quart.

Brandy 83.50 per gallon.
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”
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"
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“

“
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SUTTON,

One door east of Breyman's Jewelr
Eighth St. Holland, Mich.
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Lincoln Club Banquet.
HOGS.
Grand Rapids, Feb. 13.— The third SHEEP.
BUTTE!
BUTTER -Creamery
annual banquet of the Lincoln club
Dairy. .....
Dal
was held Tuesday night in Lockery EGOS— Fresh
BROOM
CORN (per ton).....
hall, with about 700 In attendance. Dr.
ATOES (per bn.) .........
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line in the city; aJeo
Dress

Patent*,
inter

their*

derwear, the most complete

J. B. Griswold presided as toastmaster,

and speecheswere made by Congressman-electCharles W. Tonne, Duluth;
E. B. Fairchild, of this city; James
O’Donnell,Jackson, and Col. 8. A.

1.60

and Finishing Materials.

ported marketed by farmers In January U
1.061.888. and In the six months. August-January, 7.U6.94i which Is LMt.971 bushels less
than reported marketed In the same months
last year. At twenty elevators and mills from
which reports have been received there was no
THE MARKETS.
wheat marketed during the month. The condition of live stock average* from 98 to 97 pei
N»w Yoas, Feb. it
cent, comparison being with stock in good, LIVE STOCK— Oattle ........ M •
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Shaker Flannels Ginghams,
Ice
Facinatow,
Tray Cloth,

Wool,
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Patents........

‘S

Hoods,
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ks
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Oats. No. 8.. ...............

Whitfield, Cincinnati

e

Boats Are Released by Dynamite.

s

Rjre..» ...... .............
8 .............
.

Barley. No.

Manistee,Feb. 13.— Tons of ice were LUMBER -Common Boards
ssseeepee••••••ess*
hurled into the air Tuesday afternoon
•*»#•*••***** see*
by dynamite aroand the stern of the
Shingles
MILWAUKEE
imprisoned Ann Arbor ferry boat
Whaat, No 2 Spring.I
The work was in charge of a Port GRAIN—
Corn, No ......

Ladies’ and Childrens’

Woolen Hose,

Napkins, Handkerchiefs,
Lamp
Yarns

Cloths,

of all description,Woolen

Skir

..........

Gate, No 8 White ..........
expert, and enough space was
Rye. Na .................. 84
cleared to allow thte big boat to swing
Barley. No. 8 ..............SSft
around with its bow faced lakeward. PORK-Mess ..................
10 »

Overalls, Outing Flannels,

1

LARD—

Detroit, Feb.

11.

— James

.............. 0 60
ST. LOUIS.
Battle, CATTLE— Texas Steers
i eeeesess
Native Steen. .......

chief of the Detroit fire department

ia

be€D

,or two

J®*™ and Eulott ^a8 ****

at the head of the

Shirts from 35c up.

Steam.

•

Detroit's Aire Chief Pensioned.

ware

28.

“

.00

say 6:

In reply io
to the
tfc
question; "Has wheat during
January sufferedInjury from any oaunef" 19S
correspondentsin the southerncounties answer "yes." and 20j "no," In the central counties 34 answer "yes" and 142 "no," andln the
northern counties 8 answer "yes" and 90 "no."
The total number of bushels of wheal re-

acted as chaihnan, Assistant Secretary •ince 1860’ hafi
on half pay
Meade as secretary.Resolutions
Assistant Chief James R. Elliott
passed on the death of I. M. Turner, wcceeda him. Chief Battle has been

The state convention will be held
Saginaw February

“

Rye Whiskey

of Trade.

Lansing, ijeb. 12.— February'scrop

democratic

present Judge Hoyt, of Muskegon,

.50.

Export Beer $1.10 doz. qts^

I

Demo*

$1.00

Kentucky.

Huron

cratlc State Contention.

pints, - quarts,

1 doz.

IN

.

gory Coo (tone* a Pales Report Made la
Save Hie Bank.
Lansing,Feb. 10.— Tbare la rejoicing
in this city over the aoqnittal of Neleon Bradley, cashier of the defunct
Central Michigan savings bank, who
was charged with having make a false
entry in a report of the bank’e condition shortly prior to its failurein the
spring of 1893. The jury was charged
by Judge Person at 11 o’clock Saturday,
and at 5 o'clock returneda verdict of

Chicago and Holland Lager Beer.
1 doz.

CONDITION OF MICHIGAN CROPS Lumber,

state central committee met Thursday
at Hotel Cadillacwith ten members

V

LIONC0PFII

TO DRINKERS OF

{

Rapids, Mich., Feb. 11.— Mn.
Isaac M. Turner delivered a eulogy to
healthy and thriftycondition.
the memory of her husband a this
Havings Bank to Go Out of Business.
funeral Sunday. The formal servDitroit, Mich., Feb. 12.— The Americes had been conducted by Rev.
Allen F. Gould, of Chicago, and ican savings bank, doing business at
Rev. Dr. Campbell Fair, and the 116 and 118 Griswold street, this dty,
undertaker was about to close the has decided to liquidate its affairs and
coffin, when Mrs. Turner entered the retire from the field. The causes leadroom unattended,and, taking a posi- ing to this action are that the bank has
tion at the head of the coffin, spoke for not made any money of late and that
half an hour of the virtues of the dead the prospects for making money are
as eloquentlyand touchingly as haa poor. The hank has a capital of $300,ever been heard in this city, and so 000 and was organized in 1887.

Grand

Kanters Bros.

Ask jour Druggist for my cure.
MANY FINE PREMIUMSGIVEN FREE

1

<

perpetual trust land and other property.
Lansing, Mich., Feb. 9.— In the house Friday a bill was Introducedto constitute sight
hours a legal day's work. Also one providing
that United Statrn prisoners confined in the
Michigan prisonsshould be returnedto the
states from whence they came at the expiration of their sentences.
Lansing. Mich., Feb. II.— In the house bills
were introduced fixing the rentalfor telephones
Incltlesofnot more than50,000populatIonut|1.6C
per month, and at f2 when In excess of that
number: repealing the law authorizing the
commencement of suits ngnlnst cities for Injuries received by reason of defective sidewalks; to abolish the oiBce of food and dairy
commissioner;giving women the right to
vote: requiring express companies to p*y license fees to towns In which Jhey
have offices; exempting old soldiersfrom

and while prices are

niversary February 22. The annua)
meeting will be held at the clubhouse
on that day, at which time there will
be elected a president,vice president, secretary and treasurer, and five
directors. The annual banquet of
1

\

In

Is the time to strike,

— The Michigan

•

’

room; dischargingindebtednessof

12.

club has issued a call for its tenth an-

department ‘
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Editor.
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frpobliean County Convention

almost a model one. The bouse gave
the bill immediate effect, so that, If
the senate concurs, villages may take
advantage of it to Incorporatethis
spring, before holding their annual
charter elections.A number of villages in Michigan are known to be
waiting for that purpose.

convention, Among other bills noticed are those
county of Ottawa will be held amending the villagecharter of Alleat the courthouse in the city of Grand gan; prohibiting saloons within five
Haven, on Monday, the 18th day of Febmiles from the university of Michigan;
vary, ms, at 10 o’clock a. m., for the
purpose of electing 12 delegates to at- to eliminatethe word “Dutch” from
tend the state convention,to he held the legal title of incorporated ReIn the city of Detroit, on Thursday,
formed churches in this state; to prothe 21st day of February, 1895; also for
vide for the appointment by the board
the purpose of nominating a candiof supervisorsof a county sealer of
date for commissioner of schools.
Based on the vote for governor at weights and measures; to have the
the last, election, the several town- county canvassing done by a board
ships and wards will be entitledto delegates as follows: Allendale, 5; Blen- composed of county officers.

A Republican county

for the

don, 3: Chester, 3; Crockery, fi; George,
town, 6;Grand Haven City— 1st ward3; 2nd ward, 2; 3rd ward, 9: 4th ward,
8; Grand Haven town, 2; Holland City.
Iflt ward, 6: 2nd ward, 2: 3rd ward 7;
4th ward, 5; 5th ward 1; Holland town,
9; Jamestown. 5; Olive. 7; Polkton, 12;
Robinson, 2; Spring Lake, 8; Tallmadge, fi; Wright. 5; Zeeland, 13.
Township and ward committees are

requestedto

call

tion of delegates
tice of same.

caucusesfor the elecand give proper no-

—

-

-

-«•»-

—

-

An Evening With a Hypnotist.
There was a change of program at

the meeting of the Monday- Night
Club this week, held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. I\ H. McBride. Instead
of the usual literaryprogram, readings, music, etc., the committee had
extended an invitation to Dr. Henry

How

* Adam and Eve's i
Pii&st Faluno Out
occurred over

TO HORSES, STOCK AND HOGS.

We wM give 60 pounds of Flour,
Middlings and Bran in exchange

what they ate. Modern house-

warning. Don’t listen to tempting
voices — use your own judgment — choose for
wives, take

pounds

tor 60

yourself and husband the proper food.

CALUMET

of

good wheat.

wheat. Call at our Mill
particulars. The Walsh-DeRoo Mill. Co.
STANDARD ROLLER MILLS, Holland, Mich.
This

for

is

the

way

to feed

your

BAKING POWDER
is

many reasons.

the wisest choice, for

In the

place, it is pure — perfectly pure — $i,ooo to
you if you find that it is not. A pinch of it has
power enough to do a pound of leavening.
first

In point of price it certainly will suit you.

CALUMET BAKING POWDER

CO., Chicago.

BEE

IlulstofGrand Rapids to spend the
evening with the club and entertain marvellous. As a physicianI feel as yard, the tall, slender masts mark the
George D. Turner, Chairman. them with a talk on Hypnotism, a sciCharles H. Clark, Secretary.
v
pia“
n"b,e ™ftence steadily advancing to the forestopped by it. I use it dally. Kune- , ith a wa^r-glass a part of the. deck
front, and of which the doctor is a
lions that become deranged may be cai1 be seen, now nearly covered with
Legislative.
recognized student.
righted. It is a tremendous field, the drifting sands. The waves have

Dated Grand Haven, Jan.

to Feed Wheat

19, 1895.

i

:

a

"z

i
''

HOLLAND
MICH.

i

The members of the club were out Under no condition would I much a washed the masts till they are nearly
RepresentativeMarsilje has noticed
crank, or people with an imaginary
in
full numbers, and their convenienan amendment to the tax laws, giving
white, and the sand will soon have the
trouble or disease.
county treasurers a nominal fee for ces had been duly anticipatedby the
Hypnotismis a suggestion. I sug- bull buried from view.
making the tax histories which are host and hostess. To most of them gest— and my suggestionis carried inThere are many stories of the sunknow obliged to accompany the trans- the doctor was no stranger, he having to practise.It cannot be learned in
one day; it requires practise. I do not
Md by an old resifers of real estate; also a bill provid- spent the early part of his life in this advise any one to follow it. Am op. ! dent, seems the most probable: She
ing, that in the event of the death of city as a student at Hope College.
posed to public exhibitionsof hypno- was the Delta Queen, running between
Prof.Kleiobeksel,
one of his late in- tism: it is undignified.The science is lake Superior and Chicago, and went
a person in whose estate a foreign citixen has an Interest,notice thereof may structors, in presenting the doctor to too real and serious. I practise It down In the fall of 1875 in an awful
upon ordinary people, in ordinary disbe given by the judge of probate to the the club stated that recently the subeases, and not upon those that are pre- November storm. It was first supconsul or vice-consul, instead of to the ject of Hypnotism had been investi- destined. Have never used it as a posed she went down with all on board
gated by more competent men than substitute for ether or chloroform.Do near the Manitou Islands, but the
is
consul alone, as now.
Representative Kemp has intro- ever before; that in this country there not believe in automatic writings: this nextspring,when the ice went outand
borders on spiritualism;and a good
duced a hill requring at all passenger were a half dozen that stood pre-emi- deal of the so-called supernatural is part of her cabin and furniturewas
nently
high
in
this
research;
and
that
• stations, twenty minutes before the
humbug. The stronger the patient’s found on the beach, the truth was
train is due, the location of the train it was hi? pleasure to-night to intro- will, the better.
known. Twelve persons were
Hypnotism is in everybody’s hands;
to be bulletined, whether on time or duce Dr. Henry Hulst as one of these.
drowned.
The doctor has decided objections to no one has a corner on it. In one
not, and if not. how much behind
The Delta Queen was loaded with
case only have I hypnotized a person
hand, and that a new bulletin be public addresses and exhibitionson against his will, when I knew it would copper ore for Chicago, and was also
posted every ten minutes thereafter. hypnotism.Hence it should be un- do no harm. It is entirelynatural. said to have $6,000 in silver on board.
Other states require this public postr derstood that in accepting the invita- In criminal prosecutionsit might be A fishing tug sailor saw the masts the
used to advantage, but it is dangerous
Ing of trains, and it is a very great tion ot the evening it was more in the to resort to. The people will never next year. A wrecking company from
convenience to travelers, as well as nature of a social affair, an hour with allow it to be introducea in the public Milwaukee In the summer of 1877
aaving much annoyance to employes. old accquaintances. He was accom- schools.
made efforts to get up the cargo, but
- Mr. Baird, of Saginaw, has a bill di- panied by a “subject” of his own seFrom beginning to end Dr. Hulst the water was too deep for them to
of
is
recting that a new and complete re- lection,Mr. Dykema, of Grand Rap- convinced bis listeners that be ap- work, and after puttering around all
Ids.
registration shall take place of all the
proached the subject as a scientist summer they finally gave It up.
Introductoryto his remarks the doc- and not as an adventurist;there was
Toters in the state, previous to the
During the summer tourists make
coming spring election. It requires tor related some of Mr. Dykema’s no attempt to surprise anybody with trips down the shore to see the sunken Come and examine our Wool Serges at 25c. There is nothpersonal experience sometime ago,
ing to beat it in the city. Come and give the
the productionby all naturalizedcitiwhen suffering from toothache, caused anything that was not real. -He ad- vessel, but there Is no use trying to
zens of their papers as a condition to by a cavity, his son, who was a drug- mitted that much of the science of find it unless there is some old sailor
Hive a visit
having their names incribed on the gist, had prescribed for him, but with- hypnotism is a mystery, and will re along, who has his land marks down
out avail, the doctor concluded to try main so.
registry.
right. The old wreck does not lie In
hypnotismon him; put him to sleep:
Oneofthe provisionsof the “pure and told him to wake up at a certain
HOPE FOR THE HAIRLESS
the way of any regular couse, and no
Marvelons iUgalta.
food bill,” introduced by Representa- hour, which he did. Hypnotism can
Abraham Lincoln.
doubt will lie where it is till it decays
From
a
letter written by Rev. J
tive Hoyt, requires every ounce of but- be successfullypractised by telephone.
PROFESSOR RIRKHOLZ, OF CHICAGO, Gunderman,of Dimondale, Mich., w<
This has been Lincoln week, and the and falls to pieces.
Again referring te Mr. Dykema the
. terine, oleomargarineor other substiGIVES HOPE TO THOSE AFFLICare permitted to make this extract
doctor stated he was not a subject remembrance of his birthdaythroughtute for butter sold in this state to be
1 have no hesitationin recommen
TED
WITH
BALDNESS.
“A
out
the
land
adds
peculiar
fitness
to
upon which he could practise everyBOYD
AS A
(ling Dr. King’s New Discovery,ai
dyed a deep pink in color. This, of thing. I will now put him to sleep. the information that in Illinois the
NO
CURE,
NO
PAY”
WITNESS.
the results were almost marvelous Ir
course, as everyone knows, has been After rubbing the forehead once or State Board of Agriculturehas under
TREATMENT.
thecase ofmy wife. While I was pasdone at the Instance of the State twice Mr. Dykema fell into a sound consideration
proposition from HE FULLY VERIFIES
DISPUTED Prof. G. Birkholz, of Chicago, the tor of the Baptist Church at Rivet
sleep, and slept for an hour or more.
Dairymen’s association, with a view
Eminent German specialist, who for Junction she was brought down will
To explain exactly what tnpnotism Thomas Nast to paint a historic pictWORLD’S FAIR AWARD.
of protecting them against imitation. is, is difficult. It is a reflex action. ure of Abraham Lincoln. It is about
years has devoted his time and talent Pheumoma succeeding La Grippe
John Boyd Thacher is laconic and to the study of the hair follicles, and Terrible paroxysms of coughing wit!
Retail butter dealers however main- As long as I cannot account for the 4 by 5 feet and represents President
decisive in his statements. During who has evolved the most successful little interruption and it seemed as ii
concert of action by which the muscle
tain that there is notone-halfas much
she could not survive them . A fnenc
obeys the mandates of the nerve— in Lincoln entering Richmond, Va., on the lively campaign just closed in New treatment for baldness the world has
recommended Dr. King's New Dis
fraud perpetratedin the manufacture raising the arm at will, for instance— April 4, 1865, the day after its evacuaever known.
York, this marked him especially as
covery; it was quick in Its work anc
He
will
carefully
examine
each
case
of butterine and other substitutesas I cannot fully explain hypnotism.
tion by Gen. Lee.
chairman of the DemocraticState and candidly inform the inquirer whet- highly satisfactoryin results.”Trial
It is the influence of the idea upon
In the manufactureof butter itself.
The artist has choson for his sub- Committee. It was equally true of
bottle lOcts. at
er his baldness can be cured and the
the mind. Hence I can talk my paSome dealers in Detroit even go so far
H. Walsh, Holland.
tient to sleep. By realizing what we ject one of the events in Lincoln’s life him as chairman of the Executive hair be restored. These examinations
as to say that there is not a single think, words become facts.
which marked the consummation of Committee on Awards at the World’s are made without charge.
A. DeKruif, Zeeland.
Regular size 50c. and $1.00.
pound of pure, unadulterated butter The doctor made a reference to the emancipation and the last great hisIn all cases where there are any hair
Fair.
This
is the positive and sen- follicles remaining undestroyedby age
sold in thair market to day; that every functions of every nerve that leads to toric celebrationin which he had a
tentious way in which he verifies in an or disease the Professor will undertake
buttermaker is using more or less the spinal chord, and in the same con- prominent part.
Four Big Successesnection cited the spotted lamb maniofficial letter, the honors won by Dr. a cure, and if he does not effect a requantities of a butter color so as to pulations of Jacob of old in his sharp
Having the needed merit to more
April 3 General Weitzel, command- Pierce’s Baking Powder: “I herewith storation of the hair he will ask no
pav.
make their products as presentableas deal with Laban; though not being ing a corps of United States colored
than make good all the advcrtlsinu
enclose you an official copy of your
The remedy is an important one, claimed for them the followingfoui
possible. This, it is claimed by deal- the same, it was analagous to it.
soldiers,took possession of Richmond, award, which will in due time he inand the treatment given by the Pro- remedieshave reached a phenomenal
Hypnotism has gone bv different
ers, is considerable more of a fraud upnames. xv
It was
in the
Mid- wh,ch had fur
n uopractised
au-uiBt-uiii
me nuabec‘n
scribed in the diploma and forwarded. fessor is his own, and cures where all sue: Dr. King's New Discovery,for
on the consumer than is butterine or die ages. At one time there was a be- Confederate capital. The surrender
others fail. If your case has been Consumption. Coughs and Colds each
lipf in
in the
hp influence of the stars upon
__
_ .
. . Thus the question respecting the
oleomargarine,and it is said, the only lief
was made to the men who represented award, raised by an envious New York pronounced incurable do not take it as bottle guaranteed.—Electric Bitters,
a final answer until you have seen the great remedy for Liver. Stomach
desire of the dairymen in having this men. Neither this nor animal mag- a race that had been in bondage, and
rival, has been settled beyond cavil. ProfessorBirkholz, and received his and Kulneys. Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
netism
as such is any longer accepted
bill introduced is to detract attenover which had been waged the great- The same rival by the way is widely opinion.
in explanation.
the best in the world, and Dr. King’s
tion from their own artificialdevices.
Many persons have small bald spots
The “idea”once properlyconveyed, est war of history. President Davis advertising an award for itself. The
I lll9» which are a perfect
through the hair. These Increase in pill. All these remedies are guaranThe general village-incorporating the patient can be made to do any- of the Confederacy had fled before the
official
records
prove-tfils-qlaim
wholarea and in time produce complete teed to do jiKt what Is claimed for
bill, prepared by the Dlekcma-muni-thing.
advance of Grant, and the soldiers ly false as they show the New York baldness In such cases the hair folli- tnem and the dealers whose names
Hypnotism
is not an affair of weakdpal commission, haying passed the
minded people. Tests show that of who had been slaves took possession of pretenderwas not so much as an ex- cles need nourishment. Prompt treat- •are attachedherewith will be glad to
House without a dissentingvote, is insane only ten pet. are subject to its the Confederate capital. The next
ment will bring them into activity and tell you more of them. Sold at
hibitor at the World’s Fair.
restore the hair.
now in the hands of the senate, where influence, whereas with the sound- day, April 4, PresidentLincoln visited
II . Walsh, Holland,
The success that has attended ProA. De Krulf, Zeeltfnd.
It is also being favorably received. minded the per cent is 94. Idiots and
Richmond
and was received by the nefessor Birkholz everywhere enables
(LATER.-It has passed the Senate.] small children as a rule, are not sub- groes as their savior and deliverer.
MARCH 1ST.
him to give a positive opinion in each
ject. Frogs can be hypnotized
Mrs. Withey’s home made mince
The bill as it now is does not effect The “suggestion”need notalwaysbe Mr. Nast has taken this scene for
I get possession of the store formcase presented to him. Those who meat, 4 lbs. for 25c at the City Meat
erly occupied by C. L. Streng &
-Tillages already incorporated,unless oral.
are bald or threatentd with baldness Market, the best place to buy Beef,
his subject, and the tall Hgdre of LinSon. My stock of Dry Goods will should not delay treatment, but call Pork, Veal and Lamb and all kinds of
they choose to give up their present Hypnotism is a sub-division of psy- coln is surrounded by a mass of huarrive promptly in time and I will
upon the Professor at once, 1011 Ma- meats that are kept In a first-class
chology; it throws a light upon man.
•pecial charters and come under the
market.
then begin at once to get the stock sonic Temple. Chicago.
Sleep is not necessary;what is more manity that has broken through the
general act. They do not have to do essential is that particular condition line of marines that acted as his esin shape.
this notice to any firstWm. Van Der Veere Prop. o|
Watch this paper for my opening class druggist and he will get the rem•o. It provides,however, that all of the mind, in which it is ready to cort. Men, women, and children
day.
dy for you at once, If he has not got it
Tillages hereafter incorporatedshall believe and accept.
block the way of the President trying
in stock.
Remember,all New Qoods!
In hypnotism the mind is like a
be incorporatedunderand be subject
John VAndersluis.
phonograph; it receives and then re- to grasp his hand and even touch the
to the provisions of this act. It says: turns certain influences over the body. skirt of his coat. Babies are lifted up
(Alberti Block.)
Any part of a township, not included A good deal of mental activity takes by mothers to see the great emancipaWhat a Woman Can Do
in any incorporated village, contain- place of which we are unaware. Ideas tor, and old slaves swing their ragged
I want my lady friends to know
Jng an area of not less than one square often clear up, and sometimes change, hate for “Massa Linkum.” Whites MADE LARD,
of the new field now open for them.
and the unconsciouslife of an IndividPrices In dentistry that will surmile, and a reaident population of not ual Is as Important to him as the other.
In the past 6 months we have made a
and blacks are In the group, soldiers
prise you.
profit of 1907.02 after paying all exleas than 300 persons may be incorporHypnotismis not the Influence of and civilians, and In the background
Nothing but first-class work (no’ * th C ty
1 penses. All our sales have been made
ated as a village. The manner of in- the stronger will upon the weaker. Up are several figures suggesting the
cheap material used) and satisfaction
Wm.
Van
Her
Veerb,
Prop.
at
home,
not
having
canvassed
any.
corporatingis through the board of su- tea certain extent the patient,while slave-holder with faces turned
My official duties calling me away guaranteed.
_
•
under its influence realizeswhat is go*
pervisors, which may grant or refuse logon.
most of the time, I left the Dish Teeth extracted without pain (no
other way. It is a vwj
fir MV Kites,
extra
'
Washer business in my wife’s control
the application, accordingto its Judg- The doctor here explained how hypgrouping,and the finished picture will For Home Seekers’ excursions on with the above results. The business
ment. The elective officers are a presi- notlsm Is not somnambulism, nor akin no doubt give Tom Hast a reputation March 5th., April 2nd and 30th., the
is rapidly increasing, and will conto hallucinations and other phenomedent, six trustees,clerk, treasurer,who
tinue to grow until every family has a
trip Curin'
dentist.'
na. Illusionsor delusions. A hypno- as a painter aa great w that a* a
chall be ex-officio collector,and an as- tist can make a good man bad, and a
Climax Dish Washer. Not a day
points in Southern and Western states passes but what we sell one or two,
McBride Block, Holland, Mich.
sessor; the president and trustees shall had man good, provided he is a good
«»»• at very low rates.
and some days fifteen or twenty Dish
constitute the village council. The subject. The Interest I have In hypLost Schooner • “Delta Ask •V®**}8tor particulars.
Washers. It’s each selling what
notism is on account of the Interest it
executive officers hold office one year
Ge0, DeHayen, G. P. A.
everybody wants to buy. You can
throws upon life and Its affairs.
wash and dry the dishes perfectlyin
and the trustees two* years, three beThe effects of hypnotism also depend
Three miles south of South
two minutes. For full nartlculars,
ing elected each alternateyear. The upon the mental and physical condiand about a mile from the beach lies Mrs. Wlthey’s home made mince address the Climax Mfg. Co., Columtreasurer can not hold office more than tion of the subject. In the hands of a
bus, Ohio. Get a sample and_you
favorite teacher or an eloquent preach- one of the victims o( Lake Michigan's ra^kellhe'l^^pr^totay
two.successlve terms. The president,
er it Is a power. • The science is full of storms. During the summer months, Pork, Veal and Lamb and all kinds ol can’t help but make money, lliey
only.cost 15 . You may just as well be
•with the concurrence of the council, danger and surrounded with mystiwhen the lake has been calm for four meats that are kept in a first-class making $5 a day as be doing nothing. Located in one of the most desiraappoints the village marshal and cisms and deceptions. By some peoble parte of the city.
or five days and the water is clear, a marke4:
street commissioner, and such other ple spiritualism and Christian science
large,
perfect
three-mast
schooner
WM*
* ekre, Prop.
EASY PAYMENTS!
are thought to he hypnotism: this is
officers as the council may resolve to an error.
Mrs. Withey’s home made mince
be seen at the bottom. She is sitting .HOME
SPLENDID VIEW!
meat, 4 lbs. for 26c. at tbq City Meat
have. The bill goes into the subject
perfectly level and the masts are still MADE LARD,
A rare chance of a lifetime.PayMarket, the best place to buy Beef.
in good condition, their tops within ‘Always on hand. Get your jars filled Pork, Veal and Lamb and all kinds of ments on a long time basis. The same
twenty feet of the
Maritet.0^ rate8’ at’ tb.e Clty Meat meats that are kept in a first-class as paying rent.
market.
Silently,like tombstones in a graveWm. Van Der Veeue, Prop.
Wm. Van Der Veere, Prop. o For informationappiy at the News
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ADDITIONAL L06AL8.

Prof. J. B. Nykerk is giving the
Sophomores a course In elocution,

The Democraticstate conventior
has been called for Thursday, the 28th
at Saginaw.

Prof. H. E.

from
F.

i

hi* reading of

Fenvuda has

as chorister in the

Dosker will preach in
Grand Ha

Macbeth.

received

a

SCHOOLS

Vm&

*

iShcan

The Coopervllle schools are still under the able snpmlslon of Bewis P.

BpeoUa
i of Marble That le Much
Used In This Country.

position Ernst, one of the veterans of the coun-

Third Ref. church

ty, assisted

by Miss Belfe Noble,

onyx.

a

teacher of established reputation,with

of the city.

Rev. J. G. Fagg recentlypublished an enrollment of eighty-two young
a
book, entitled, “Forty Years in men and women pursuing such branchven, Sunday.
South China,” containing the life of es as rhetoric,geometry, general hisJac. Keune, well known here and at
Rev.,J. V. N. Talmage, D. D., of tory, algebra, philosophy, book-keepone time station agent of the C. & W
ing (the Ellis system), geology, botany
Amoy.
M. at Holland, died at Morgan Park,
and partof the eighth grade branchEvery student and all friends of the
near Chicago,Sunday.
es. The graduating class consists of
Institution ought not to fail to attend
List of letters advertisedfor the the public meeting of the Cosmopoli- thirteenstudents. Miss Hattie Meweek ending Feb. 14, ’95, at the Hol- tan Society in Winant’s Chapel, Feb. Naughton in charge of the grammar
land Post Office: Mrs. C. A. Brown, 22. A good program will be rendered. department. Miss Alice Laubach in
charge of the second primary, and Miss
Miss Diena Hazzler.
The Gymnasium Association is finalCassa Griffinin charge of the first priG. J. VanDuren, P. M.
ly organized,a constitutionadopted
mary, area corps of strong, hanl- workMiss Lottie Weinberger, a leading and officers elected: S. Van den Burg,
ing, honest assistants.
hairdresser of Grand Rapids, will be president; Jacob Van der Meulen, secThe Zeeland schools arc In charge of
here to assist Mrs. C. Harmon in ar- retary and treasurer, and Dimnent,
Frederick Van den Berg. He has unranging ladles’ toilets for the K. of P. Koolker, Warnshuis. Banninga and der his supervision the 8th, Oth, 10th
Sluiter members of the cabinet.
party Thursday evening.
and 11th grades, including such
Rules have been adopted and posted
branchesas algebra, geometry, geoloA meeting of the “Cosmopolitan soin the “gym.”— An (Aor.
gy,
astronomy, philosophy, general
ciety” of Hope College will be held in
history,
civil government, grammar,
Wlnants chapel, on Washington’s
Personal Mention.
rhetoric,
etc ; an enrollment of fortybirthday, Feb. 22. Exercises begin at
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Rirkhoff, Jr., and
seven in the high school; one young
7:30 in the evening. and all are invited.
children, of Chicago, returned home
man constitutes the graduating class.
Tuesday,
after a visit with relatives
Geo. Van Landegendwill represent
Miss Sarepta Coburn, one of the relithe local lodge of the A. (). U. W. at and friends in this city.
ables, has charge of the grammar dethe state meeting to be held in KaiaGeo. E. Kollcn had business in
partment;MissHattie Schaap.a beginmazuo next week. J. B. Greenway Allegan, Monday.
ner. has two divisions of the 5th grade;
will also attend, as a representative of
Mrs. E.Tcdman and daughter, who Miss Allie Everhard, also a beginner,
the Grand Rapids lodge.
have been spending some time with i *j)e ^ree, two and fourth grades; Miss
On next Tuesday evening. Feb. 19, friends In Monterey, have returned to i Anna Huizinga,one of the best primary teachers in the county, the three
the L. 0. T. M. will give a literary en- thelr home in this
tertainment in their hall over the
Mrs. Frank McFall, who was dang- jone and second grades; and Miss Ten
First state bank. Ten cents admis- erously ill, is improving nicely.
Haaf, a rare primary teacher, the. two
sion will be charged. Exercises will
divisions of the first grade. The tobegin promptly at 8 o'clock, and the For Tub Holland City Newtal enrollmentof the school Is three
the Second lief, church at

Um4 bf the
•od

Ancients for Making Masks

Idols w-Where the Largest De-

V,

P®slts of the Agate Are
Found.

.

-

Some officersof the United States
iu the war with Mexico noticed
in a chapel of that country a rarely
beautiful window made of thin translucent pieces of richly colored stone.
One of the officers brought homo some
pieces of the stone and left it with a
Jeweler In this city »to bo dressed and
shaped, but being ordered to the
frontier ho went away without receiv-

army

ing the finished material back from tho
jeweler. This was the first of the stone
soon in this country, and it attracted no
great attention. About thirty years
later considerable quantitiesof the material were exhibited as Mexican onyx
at the Centennialexposition at Philadelphia.

.

Will Soon be Here!

M

The beautiful snow that

The Mexican onyx of that day was
greatly admired, but tho pneo was so
high, about ten times what it now is,
that the material was looked upon as a
semi-precious stone. Ever aiuod 1870
the materialhas become cheaper and
cheaper, until now it is used in large
quantities, though only In expensive
structures. One of the earliest buildings to contain a largo quantity of
Mexican onyx was a luxuriousLondon
hotel built not many years ago. Ita
staircase of Mexican onyx cost twentyfive thousand dollars.Many new buildings in this city, says the New York

city.

......

is

scarce,

onyx.

stairway of this stone,

and

several of

aragonite

is

.

wife will begin to take

down

are not fit to put

again. She will the

pic-

tures from the walls and
findffliey are

in such bad:

shape that they must be repaired, and

it

dawn up-

will

on the husband with
horrors

all its

and sorrows

House cleaning

that

time has

come.

the
ft

«

up

her carpets, and find they

.

^

good house

songs, and the

also found in Iowa.

Article I, Section 8, clause 18, Is ThoM of ChlaMMn Hartal ha • F«r«lfn
Mexican onyx is easily worked, and
Land Will Not Rest.
called the “elastic clause” of the con
has been used not only for building
The movement recently put on foot •jmrposee,but for ornamentalhousehold
stltutlon,because It was made to covIn thie city to have the bones of Chlnaer a great many things.
articles, lamp standards, table tops,
men buried In the New York Bay cem- mantels,and other articles, large and
“Log rolling" Is giving support by «tery and Evergreens cemetery exsmall. Some of the earlier articles of
fall.”
voting for some one’s measure, and in burned and sent to China will bring
the sbrt Ixave considerably decreased in
The weather having settled down it return receive his support by voting relief to hundreds of families in the value since the price of the onyx came
for one in which you are interested.j Celestial kingdom.
is h' ped there will be no further interdown and it has been so lavishlyused
The “(?ag resolutions”were pro- 1 Th. »T«r»g. Chinaman Is nothing U in building. It is, of course, not suited
ference with the sociological discussion in Bergen Hall. Monday evening. jmsed by IlenryL. Pinckney,of South ^emi^'wh.noneYlMdown tTttlx^ for statuary, because its variegated colors would give the subject a motley apCelestialshurriedly
The topic, as heretofore announced, is: Carolina, Feb. 5, 1838. They provided 1
pearance that would not be beautiful,
that
all
the
memorials
praying
for
the
i
m0ve
out
of
the
houae.
The
deceased
“Is a decrease in our taxation, at the
but absurd. The materialis too valupresent time, for the best interest of abolition of slavery,in the District of 1 may have been companionableenough able to be used much in places where
our growing city.” The meeting and Columbia be referred to a select com- ! when living, but, being dead, his ghost it would be exposed to the weather.
°* terror*
Its use has become so extended in this
discussion are open to all. The names mittee, so Instructed as to report ta 1 l*come8
congress
that
It
had
no
power
to
Inter1 , T',e K1’os‘ of
>
city
that it is now largely imported by
of those that are expected to lead off
j foreign land never rests. Listless,
Won?
neve; a few marble dealers.It hardly gives
in the discussion have already been fere with slavery In the states, and | oplu”.fnddled
in the crude state the promise of its
that In the opinion of the House it^ have stepped beyond the precincts of
published.
finished beauty, and scraps and fragwould be a violation of public faith to Mott or Pell streets, but his ghost la
ments of the crude stone are now
C. L. Strong & Son have started out
always cursed with Bohemian instincts,
interfere with it in the District.
wasted that would have been eagerly
upon a novel way of advertising.In
The Ordinance of 1784- ’85 was a plan and is possessed with an Insane desire preservedwere its price what it was
their regular advertisingspace this
to travel.
of government drafted by Jefferson
nineteen years ago. It may be doubted
week will be found a Holland City
fur the territory west of the Ohio,
"S118 whether any church of the United
v,
trip to China, and the first thins; they
News coupon, which entitlesthe bearceded by Virginia to the Federal gov- know, the relatives of that Chinaman States has been decorated as tho little
er to a ten per rent reduction on all
Mexican chapel of nearly fifty years
ernment.
begin to run against it in the dark and
ago.
cash purdhascs made for the coming
The word “mugwump” can be found have their wita frightened out of them.
An extensive dealer in Mexican onyx
week, from Feb. 16 to Feb. 22 inclun Elliot’s Indian Bible. It is of In- The poor ghost isn't to blame, either.
and other marblees says that tho stone
sive. By presentingthis coupon the
Old
Charon
positively
refuses
to
recogdian origin, meaning chief.
is less used than it was ten years ago,
bearer get the benefit of the reduction
nize him; he gets low spirited, down on
Trinidad is called the “Pearl” and his luck, and finally, in sheer despair, so he thinks, because other and cheaper
and the News gets credit for coupon
Cuba is called the ‘Queen’’ of the An- becomes a chronic hunter of former stones, notably African marble, are
and amount purchased. In this way
more beautiful. There have been
tilles.
relatives, and is, In short, an out and out
C. L. Strong & Son can ascertain to a
within a few years several notable
nuisance.
Asphalt can be found on Trinidad
speculativeimportationsof Mexican
certain extent the merit and value of
onyx. In some of these cases the imlocal advertising, and it will stimulate Island, in a lake of unknown depth.
For the finest smoke in the city, porters, finding the sale unexpectedly
a pleasant rivalry among the city pa- The material Is used for paving streets
slow, were unable to pay the duties,
either 5 or 10 cent cigar, go to
and other like purposes.
pers.
J. 0. Doesijurg.
and the quantity in port broke the
“My Country, 't Is of Thee” was
price. Mexican onyx sells in the rough
The Columbian Comic Opera Co
written by Rev. Samuel F. Smith, in
at tlx to twenty dollars a cubic
presented Said Pasha at the Lyceum
foot. Large pieces fetch more than
1832. E. U. Smith, a son of the poet,
The Heavy End of a lakh.
Opera House Thursday night,and were
their proportional price. The sawing
resides at 7043 Webster ave., Engle“Mary,” said Farmer Flint at the Into slabs adds about two dollars a
greeted by an enthusiasticaudience.
wood, 111., and says his father is spend- breakfast table as he asked for a secSeldom have the citizens of Holland
cubic foot to the price, and the further
ond cup of coffee, “I’ve made a dishad the opportunity of hearing as ing his declining years In a comfortcutting, fitting ahd polishing greatly
>
able home at Newton Centre, Mass.
Increasesthe value of the stone. There
good a company, and manager Will
“Well, Cyrus, you’re about the last
Breyman deserves credit in securing He denies the story, that his father one I’d expect of such a thing, but is often a loss of forty per cent of mahas come to a condition of want. The what is it?”
terial in preparingit for wainscoting,
such an attraction for his patrons.
“I have found that the heavy end of so that the finished product fetches as
original mapusorlpt “My Country, t’ls
The company is composed of singers
of thee,” has been sent to the Vatican a match le Its light end,” responded high as six dollars a foot When ons
and actors of a high order of merit
Cyrus with a grin that would have inch thick specially beautifulspecilibrary at Rome, as a gift to the Pope
adorned a
j mens fetch even more, and it is possiand Miss McKenzie, Miss Hartly,
from the American people. It was Mary looked disgusted, hut with an ble to run up the coat of a building
Messrs. Davies and Ward in the leadpresenteda number of years ago by air of triumph quickly retorted. “I’ve decorated with specially chosen onyx
ing roles are deserving d.f special menthe author to Mr. D. P. Secor, of got a discover© too. Cyrtis. It was to a fabulous sum.
tion. The opera is one of the most
made by Dr. R. V. Pierce, and is
Bridgeport, and through him and Rev.
called a 'Golden Medical Discovery.* •* . - - Making (Jp Lost Tim*.
amusing of recent works, and the comW. Maher, D. D., of Milford, negotia- It drives away blotches »nd pimples, In regard to the difficulty of m,M"g
edy features were splendidlybrought
tions for making the gift were made purlfes the blood, tones up the system up lost time on railways, a writer in a
out by Mr. 0. B. Thayer, a comedian
through Most Rev. Francis Satolll, and makes one feel brand-new. why, foreign paper says: Thus, to take a
dT more than ordinary ability, ably asit cured Cousin Ben who had Consumcase, ten miles to be run at sixty miles
Papal Delegate,Washington. D.G.
tion and was almost reduced to a skel
sisted by Messrs. Denver and EllsThe
“Lexow
Committee”
was
one ton. Before his wife began to use it *n h<n^ *rtr*Be suppose the enworth. Miss Florence Brace and Miss
appointed by the legislature of New she was a pale sickly thing, but look Eineer is a couple of minutes late when
Helen DeEstra contributed to the
he comes to this length of ten miles,
York to investigate the police depart- at her; she’s rosy-cheeked and healthy,
pleasure of the audience by the introand weighs 165 pounds. That, Cyras which he generally runs in ten minment of New York city. Its work, is a discovery that’s worth mention- utes. If he runs it at sixty-five miles
duction of some novel dancing. The
completed on Dec. 31, ’94, revealed a ing.”
an hour, he is then only making np one
company will repeat the performance
large amount of crookedness.
this (Friday) evening and deserve libGen. Pike at York, April 27, 1813,
eral patronage.
was blown up by a magazine at the
lj cured. IliuBtrkted toot senl uccure-' »««>• H. U probubly timed to make
moment of victory.
Hope College Items.
jy seated for 10 cents in stamps. ^ neceMary do the ten miles about
“When
the
ermine
of
the official
There are at present six Hope gradWorlds DIspeosary Medical Associa- «« ^t »s he can every day, so that tryrobe fell upon him, It touched nothing tion, Buffalo, N. Y
lug to gain even a couple of minutes
uates at the Princeton Theol. Semiless spotless than Itself,” was said of
in this length Is out of the question;
nary.

, „

and the robins will

with their sweet melodious

A great

:

day this week, in the
“Oggel House,” they were accidentally disturbed by an avalanche of
plaster, coming down from the ceiling.
The topic under discussionwas “the

in great a-

business building down-town has a

The Common Schools of the

didactics one

now

soon swell the air again

Sun, have been ornamentedby the
lavish use of Mexican

with us

.

bundance will soon be

hundred sixty one manly and woman- the new Fifth avenue hotels have onyx
ly pupils.
County.
wainscoting and stairways. A private
One more name, that will be preEll. Cilly Is serving his second year house in Chicago has twenty-five thousented before the Republican county
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.
in the Nunica school with apparent sand dollars’ worth of Mexican onyx in
convention on Monday, in connection
Roger Q. Mills of Texas introduced success. His assistant,Mrs. Elizabeth the hall.
with the nomination for county school
Mineralogists have known all along
a bill in congress during Cleveland’s Landon, Is faithfullyserving herthird
commissioner, Is that of Edward P.
that Mexican onyx is not a true onyx,
first term to provide for a reduction year, doing her usual good work. SevCummings, of the Grand Haven high
but a species of marble. It is specially
In the tariff. It was defeated In the en non-rcsidcnts and an unusual large
uu aragonite, made up of calcium, oxlda
school.
senate.
enrollmentin both departments.
of iron and magnesium. To the last
The Ladles’ Guild of Grace Episc.
Thomas H. Benton of Missouri is
Cha’s S. De Witte, a teacher of two it owes its peculiarbeauty of color.
church, will give an entertainmenton the author of “Thirty Years’ View.” established reputation, is serving his Several of the Mexican states send onyx
Tuesday evening, Feb. 26, at the rooms He was a U. S. senator from 1821-’51. first year as principal of the Ferry*- to us, but the largest depositsarc found
of the Y. W. C. A. The leading featThe Carollnas were formerly called burg schools. Miss Bertha Osterhof near Tccali, in the state of Pueblo. It
was used by the ancient Mexicans for
ure will be “Mrs. Jarley’s wax works,” the Chlcora.
his assistant Is serving her fifth year masks, idols and other small objects,
from Dickens’ Curiosity Shop, with Mrs. Mary T. Lathrop,who recently with excellent results.
and some of the modern Mexicans, findtableaux and music. Tickets 20 cents. died at her home in Jackson, Mich.,
Miss Mary Osterhof will return to ing these works of their ancestors adThe following“personal mentions’’ has been president of the State W. C. her work, Monday, after a two weeks’ mired by travelers, turn out like objects
T. U. for nine years.
vacation,caused by poisoning from from the stone and sell them at good
are from Tuesday’s G. R. Democrat:
prices. William Cooper, of Esperanza,
Alvin
Dennison,
the
father
of
the
handling the stove wood.
Postmaster Geo. W. McBride and
found about seven years ago in a volPeter J. Danhofof Grand Haven are American watchmaking system, died
Pleasant reports come from the work
cano of Mexico a deposit that is now
so-jourging at the Morton.
at Birmingham, England.
of Miss Florence Gorden, In the Law- called mosaic agate. It is a peculiarly
Senator G.J. Diekema of Holland
Sedalla, a town In Missouri, is strlv rence district, Crockery.
beautifulsort of Mexican onyx, in
dined at the Morton yesterday on his Ing for the state capitol.
Cora M. Goodenow,
whiob the formationhas been broken
way to Lansing.
up under pressure.There are a CaliHon. W. T. Harris is United States
Com’r.
fornia onyx and an Arizona onyx, cash
While a class of theologianswere commissioner of schools,Washington,
GHOSTS HAVE BAD HABITS. being a marble of amber hues, and
deeply engaged with their professor in D. C.
public are cordially invited.
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are Equal to tee

And
come

will be pleased to have

you

in and look over the largest,

best and most complete line of

Carpets, Wall Paper,

Linolium Matting,
Lace and Chenille Curtains
ever shown in the city.

What

is still

better,

the paper on your

we can

hang

walls, saving

you the trouble of looking for a
paper hanger.

(Watch our space from week to
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if
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in
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.

chief justice Marshall.
Rev. J. T. Bergen of Brooklyn has
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HOME CURED HAM,

HOME
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Again,

if

he relaxes the speed ten miles,

say to fifty, he is losing time at the rate
The governor shall issue write of MADE LA
recently, presentedthe Library with a
Always
on hand. Get your jars filled ‘of one minute in every five miles. Thus,
election to fill such vacancies as occur
at reduced rates, at the Citjj Meat fromaspeed qf sixty an Increase of ten
very valuable.work on the “History of
In the state senate or house of repremiles only gains one minute in <*v:. rv
ClassicalLiterature,” in two volumes.
sentatives.

Market.

Double Furniture Store,

*

;

- Wm. Van Dkr Veere, Prop, wen

mites; but A decrease of teo

Iomi out minute in every fire

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

>Vv?

Jabkz

Holland City News,

MULDER

w^° murdered three mating and marrying of yount^peoDle!
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•
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Holland, Mich

^
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BROS., Publlphers.

li^lngton
» bank 'cashier at
FayatleTille, Ark., diKorered to bo
J-

,orraed »t

SHOES

D,0,i(K,!'-

0'

,"'ciile by

The News

Condensed.

Important IntelligenceFrom All Parts,

^ha^^uX^X1894
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Millionsof dollars' worth of orange Since the Fifty-third congresswas
and other fruit trees have been de- elected there has been a totaf^f twencold ty-nlnc change in the membeLhlp of

Sr!n

CONGRESSIONAL.'

JH,BTlinCh“

5S

Fl0rid*

“""i «»>thcrn men were ! deatMl^'by remoral'l™ the” reauU
to press French, of election contesta and sUteen by
spoliationand war claims to the amount
^

Proceedings «l the Second Hess Ion.

mid

combmed

to have

vnncu uji tu ItC BCUBie
bare been disposed
(lisDosed of except
exeent for
e’.OOO.OOO.
land would haro
She Item of 1600.000 for immediatelybeginning
Th* residence of Nels Hanson, a set«able construetion .between
the
United States | tier near Brainerd, Minn, was burned
ln
----------and Hawaii. The bill for a new post office
'buildingat Chicago was passed....In the house Azi7lhe V"™1'* “»*“*
%he time was occupied In discussingthe admin- children were cremated.
Matration'sfinancialmeasure
Thk steamer Cyclone blew up in the
OH the 7th the laying of a cable to Hawaii St Frances river at Forest City, Ark
*waa further discussed In the senate, but no and eight persons were killed.
•conclusionwaa reached and the Item remains
Margaret Cook, who died at Colum*aa a stumbling block to the diplomaticand
Consular
-wusuiar appropriation bill.
mu. Tue
The Indian
Indian ap- bus, O., was aboard Fulton’s steamship
_ ___ A.. f f * t *
proprlatlonbill (IS.KS.TOO) was reported and I Clermont when its initial trio was
the nomination of Muj. Uen John M. Schofield | made in
to be
bo lieutenant
lieutenant
was confirmed.
rnnflrmA/l .In
..
_ jto
general waa
Four men digging out a snow-bound
’the house the administration bill to authorise
ta Issue of (500.000.000 in gold bonds was de- train near Lucknow, Pa., were run down
feated by a vote of ICI to 131.
and killed by a belated express train.
I* the senate on the «th the president’s
iRTENBRLycold weather still pre{message was read announcinga now loan
vailed
throughout the country and
KB, 600.000. Instead of 1100.000.000.as
•agreed upon. The Hawaiian cable amend- many persons in various localities were
ment to the diplomatic and consularbill was frozen to death.
then furtherdiscussedand the president's
J. K. Cumberland, who killed James
message giving Minister Willis' latest dlsRobertson
and his son Jasper, was
^etches as to the sentences of death in Hawaii
‘%aa presented.Senator Lodge (by request) hanged at Fort Madison, la.
'introduced a bill to provide for the issue of
A tidal wave swept the North At4l4DO,OOO.OoOworth of bonds payable In gold lantic coast, carrying away hundreds
coin at 2H per cent. Interest, to run from ten
of houses and causing great loss of life.
to twenty-five years.... in the house the preslUnited States officers discovered
4enfs message providing for a new issue of
bonds was read; also a message on the that Italians had flooded the coke reHawaiian question. The legislative appro- gions of Pennsylvania with bogus
l

for

“d

1

1807.

In

priation bill was discussed.

l

money.

The

St

posed and eulogieson the late Senator Mo., completed in May, 1882, and which
Stockbiidgewere delivered. In the house It
was voted to place Individual clerks of mem- was used by all the railroadsentering
bers on the annual salary roll at the rate of the city, waa laid in ruins by fire, the
..

$100 per month. The legislative
appropriation
bill was further discussedand an attempt to
atrlke out the appropriation for the civil
Mrvloe commissionwas defeated.

loss being 8400,000.

'yv w* vv

Don’t

children. •
Miss Ellen Spencer, who lacked

PALPimiON OF THE HEART.

only a few days of being 100 years old,
died at Jacksonville, 111.

Shortness of Breath, SwellIns of Less and Feet.

p

Fhakk Mogan, a tinner, and
Eagle and Phil Johnson, two

Charles
youths,
were fatally injured by the fallingof a
chimney during a fire at Rockville,M<L
The first installment of 200 negro
families from Georgia, who are to colonize a vast tract of land 15 miles from
Wapimi, Mexico, reached that place.

Distress in the mining regions of
Ohio was said to be increasing,and
hundreds of men, women and children
were threatened with starvation.

Oveb

81,200,000in stakes and purses

will be distributedby western and
southern race tracks during the com
Ing season.

The barge Van Zantford foundered James Graybeal was convicted at
in Long island sound and the captain La Porte, Ind., of killing William
and his brother were washed off and Jones and his punishmentfixed at
drowned.
thirteen years’ imprisonment
Extreme cold weather with high
Two colored women, Sarah Jackson
winds prevailed throughoutthe north- and Bettie Fishback were convicted of
west
vagrancy at Georgetown, Ky., and sold
During a saloon fire at Evansville, into slavery for the period of six
Ind., David Eaatin, the proprietor of the months.
.place, and his bartender were burned
Life savers succeeded in rescuing
to death.
two of the crew of the schooner Louis
Oyer 200 oil wells in the McDonald V. Place, ashore at Point of Woods, N.
fleld near Siaterville, Pa., were com- Y. The other seven were drowned or
pelled to suspend operationson ac- frozen to death.
count of the severe cold weather.
The Crescent tobacco warehouse and

Bitterly cold weather

prevailed

generally throughout Great Britain.
For the first time in fourteen years the

docks at Southampton were

frozen

over.

Fifty thousand dollars damage
was done

to the Denison house at Indianapolis by lire.

A joint resolution passed the Oregon
legislature for a constitutional amendment extendingthe electivefranchise
to

m

-

women.

Mrs. Emma McShanr, who died at
Leavenworth, Ind., aged 73, was the
survivor of eleven husbands, two of
whom were killed in war.

Dr. Miles’ Heart

other sailor were found on board frozen
to death.

The big gingham mills of Walker a

Kothmond in

Philadelphia were totally
destroyed by fire, the loas being 1100,000.
Fob stealing jam valued at dx dollar* August Young was found gnllty at
Sheffield, Mo., and sentenced to twelve
jeara in the penitentiary.

Jm

French and Slaughter Kid, the
last of the Cook gang, were killed
while trying to rob a store at Catoosa,

LT.

0.,

Will be cloned
out

at cost.

take in this Mammoth Overcoat and Shoe

to

TWO WEEKS ONLY.

MKKER

Messrs. Gluck and Seward, ex-ministers of the Hawaiian monarchy, and
Mr. Rickard an Englishman,were
sentenced to death for complicity in
the recent Hawaiian revolution, and
T. B. Walker, formerly of the United
States army, was sentenced to imprisonment for life.
Ten men, all the crew of the British
brig Nelson, were drowned by the
wrecking of that vessel on the rocks
off Douglass, Isle of Man.
Owing to the intense anti-foreign
feeling in the Shan Tung peninsula
American missionaries were fleeingfor

Central Deiitai Parlors,
50 Eighth
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metal and rubber base. Crown and Bridge

work

Hardware store,

e

R. BRISK, Proprietor.

BARGAINS IN

Hard Coal

Stoves.

FULL LINE OF
Largest and best equiped dental

safety.

office in

western Micbigan.

Tinware.

China telegraphed to

her peace enpowers to act in the negotiations with Japan for a settlement of

voys

Street.

provements in
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HOLLAND, MICH.

Eighth St.,

WARD

FIftST

specialsession in the City of Mexico.
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S

^

James Robinson Boise, professor
emeritus of Greek at the University of
Chicago, died at the age of 80 years.

Gillespie the Dentist.

full

the war.

Am

closing out a lot of
Ribbons, Laces, Hosiery and

Trinity college school at Toronto,
Ont, was completely destroyed by fire, Notions, at

way-down

prices.

THE

the loss being 8100,000.

A Michigan Company
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+
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PREFEBRED

100

"Gnarantee Ecstns System Plaa.”

The

A88IIAKCE

COIPMY

Perfection of Natural Insurance.

Reference Holland City State Bank,
Holland, Mich.
Ira E. Raxdall, Sec’y.

of LANSING. MICH,

A. O. Dement, Pres.

Smeenge,

G. G.

message of the presidenton the

Michigan Bankers.

Insurance at cost upon the

LIFE

and

last

Organized by

BANKERS

GROCERIES

JDM.OTT’S

Old stand of McLeo, in Nies block.
The only safe, sure and
dereliable Female PILL
clared the administration had refused Holland, Oct. .‘ll, ’92. 41 lm
ever offered to Ladle*,
to carry out the laws. A joint resoluespecially recommendtion to enlarge the Red Cliff Indian
ed to married Ladles,
and take no other.
reservation in Wisconsin was passed,
*>°x, 0 boxes for 85.00,
Files!
les!
as were also twenty-eightprivate pen—
- Cleveland. Ohio.
ludian Pile Oil tiniiht will oar*'
sion bills. In the house bills were
for Sale by J. O. DOES BURG. Also a full line of Patent Medicines
bllntl biwllrjg.ulcerated and Itohlug pile. H
passed returning war flags to certain
“•'y" ‘he itchiiig at once
m u poult ce. glv « Inatant relW. Dr. Wil and ch^lcs rtof'Ve^merir18"'68’ PalntS 8,111 01'9' BrU8he8’Flnc Clgar8
Michigan regiments; donating connin b Indian Pllu Olcttuont is pienared only for
demned cannon to Des Moines, la.; inf. J., and then committed suicide. corporating the National Association
if v® 'S,lhr
ilr n airtat
ULt***!,8ol(l b»
Jealousy caused the act
druggists Bent by mall, for Jl.Oe per box Wilof Florists. The legislativeappropriaf
Co.. Prnpr’i. Cleveland, 0.
The doors of the Bank of Superior, tion bill was passed after striking out Jiold on a gnarautee by J. o. Dot-Bborg. Hoi
Neb., were closed by the state bank the provision for annual clerks to conexaminer.
gress.
Cybus Bussey, ex-assistantsecretary
Thirty men were drowned by the
of the interior, was run over by a collision of unknown schooners on the
sleigh in Washington and badly hurt
New Jersey coast
The report of the bureau of statistics
Half a million boxes of oranges
on the foreign trade of the United awaiting shipment at Alcira, Spain,
States for the calendaryear 1894 showa were destroyed by intensely cold
PHYSICIAN AND BURGEON,
that during that year our commerce weather.
Office Eighth St., overP. O.
with foreign countries fell below the
The summer hotel at Brown’s Mills,

JLPJtC*

currency question Mr. Stewart

PENNYROYAL PIUS.

th'

ZZm"

^

D. e.

1
1

ol2tZnZ

th* * •
“a./ss x-"
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.,Pr,

low-water mark.
N. J., was totally destroyed by fire,
Mrs. William Sikfebt, while tem- the loss being 8150,000. The building
porarily insane, drowned her two chil- was vacant
dren and herself in the Ohio river at
A receiver was appointed for the
Coraopolia, Pa.
Linden Steel company of Pittsburgh,
8. C.
Four millioh acres of Sioux Indian Pa., whose liabilities were 8485,000 and
A KU. prohibiting prize fighting and
reservation land in South Dakota were estimatedassets 8685.000.
bU kinds of sparringexhibitions,pub- thrown open for settlement by purA company was organized to build
lic or private, passed the New York a*
chase »t fifty cents an acre.
and operate a line of canal boats be•embly.
George W. Stout’s wholesale grocery
Mb*. Joseph Choperoiiiiand her 7- establishment at Indianapolis was de- tween Cleveland and New York.
The Lincoln avenue barns of th*
year-old daughter Mary were burned
atroyed by fire, the loas being 1118,000. North Chicago Railway company, conto death at Priceburg, P*.
Ab unsuccessful attempt was made
All the sugar refineries in Philadel- to held up a Gulf, Colorado A, Santa Fe taining 110 cara, were horned, the loas
being 8180,00a
phia cut the price of refinedsngara onepasaengerjrainnear Overbrook,L T.
Rowland A ter, a wealthy fanner of
aixteenth of a cent
Buildinm occupied by the Campbell Woodlyn, O., waa found frozen to
Atter an unsuccessfulsearch lasting
Paint company, the Creamery Supply death on the road near hia home.
company and Reeves A Co., at Kansas
Judge Gbobscup discharged the jury
at Milwaukee were (firen up as lort^ IIW.OOO*1**bUrned| “n'ln* * lo“ °l and continued the Debs caae in Chicago
to the first Monday in May. The sickStR?N0’ „of N®w York’ «c- The Bank of Leesburg, Fla., assigned ness of a juror was the cause.
»^re*!i^nati0ri8°f aI1 the T'm- ' for th® benefit of creditors.
A large section of the business porExchange*8
n, i
Th* French llne steamer La Ga#- tion of McComb, O., was swept away
ho^s in Sa IlnftL ^ ClJa^n* ' C0Sne’
Havre« nlne days overdue, by fire.
durln* ' mrrlved ,nNew *<>*' Accident* to th*
The trolley strike in Brooklyn,N. Y.
'OB
n wrwl £9
---_
gated 5979, 305,040, ^against *942 53 mi
waa declared off, the companies haV-

Cleveland,

ahead of you at theee bargains.

served.

Sale, for

also his Nerve and Liver Pills. Af-

sufferer.”

wife and 13-yfcar-old son of Rev
0. 8. Gresham, a Baptist minister, were
drowned in the Broad river by the
linking of a ferryboatat Fish Ferry,

the^week

Don’t forget

ter beginning to take them I felt better!I

continuedtaking them and I am now
John Leavitt Stevens, minister in better health than for many years.
from the United States to Hawaii un- Since my recovery I have gained fifty
der President Harrison, died at his pounds in weight. I hope this statehome in Augusta, Me., aged 74 years.
ment may be of value to some poor
Rev. Joshua E. Ambrose died at his
R. B. BUTTON, Ways Station,Ga.
home in La Grange, IU., aged 85 years.
Dr. Miles' Heart Cure Is sold on a positive
He was the oldest Baptist preacher in
both years and point of service in the
northwest if not in the country.

Thi

ai

firpt

overcoats

Cure

was reportedat Honolulu that au
STOK E-OppositeUllohan’sstore.
a woodenware factory were burned at
American protectoratewould be deLouisville,Ky., the loss being 8175,000. clared over Hawaii when the political
W. J. Edwards rode a mile on a bi- conspiracy had been disposed of.
cycle at Livermore,Cal, in 1:34X,
Hilton Greaves, the largest cotton
new world's record.
manufacturerin the world, died at OldEx-Pouce Officers Moran and ham, England.
Healy were convicted in Chicago of
Butter
Eggs!
the murder of Swan Nelson and their
LATER.
punishment fixed at fourteen years
A bill was reported to the United
Wholesale and Retail.
Imprisonment
States senate on the 12th from the
The schooner Clara F. Friend, of finance committee providing for the
All orders promptly filled and deGloucester,Mass., was wrecked near unrestricted coinage of silver. A resoLiverpool, N. S., and her crew of fif- lution was offered extending the time livered.
teen men were drowned.
Dairy and Creamery Butter.
for collecting the income tax and anFifteen firms were burned out by a other to inquire into the legalityof the
fire in Ottawa, Kan., the losses aggre- recent bond issues. In discussingthe

Joseph Grant, 77 years old, a farmer
of Richland township, Mich., shot his
wife and then killed himself. Family
trouble was the cause.
Don Ernesto Marquez, aged 30, and gating 1100,000.
his brother, Enrique Marquez,aged 20,
Twelve oyster sloops were wrecked
killed each other in New York in a and from twenty to thirty lives lost in
quarrel over a woman.
the Chesapeake during a blizzard.
Intensely cold weather prevailed in
At Dinsmore, Fla., John Thomas
all sections of the country, interfering
colored) with his wife and two chilwith business, and several persons dren. were instantly killed by the fallwere frozen to death.
ing of a log shack in which they were
The schooner T. B. Dickson, encased sleeping.
in ice, went ashore on the north coast
Joseph Courtkr fatally shot his wife
of Martha’s Vineyard and Capt Joseph
while she lay asleep in bed at Newark,
Boetwick, Mate Martin Lee and an-

let others get

First come,

'T“

to death, their clothes catching fire at
a grate.

cost!

ville, N. J.

St.

personal injuries.

wau Below

tww* Sold

%

the first

manufacturer of silks iu the United
"For about four years I was trouStates,died at Caledonia, Wis., aged 79
bled with palpitation of the heart,
years.
Bhortness of breath and swelling of
George W. Van Horne, editor of the the legs and feet. At times I would
News-Tribune and postmaster at Mus- faint. I was treated by the best phycatine, la., died at the age of Cl years. sicians in Savannah, Ga., with no reMiss Betty McElbot celebrated her lief. I then tried various Springs,
100th birthdayat her home in Somer- without benefit. Finally I tried

pay-

...

m

said to be the oldest man in east Tennessee, died at his home in Blountcounty. He was the father of twenty-six

John Trumbull, who was

have been reduced to two, three

\\

Sold by all druggists.
A eulogy of Isaac M. Turner was deMargaret Taylor (colored), aged 53,
livered by his widow at the funeral at
Mitchell Jones, also colored, and aged
Grand Rapids, Mich.
In the senate on the llth Senator Hill pre93 years, were married at Kansas City.
Charles Payne and Richard Laws,
sented a resolution defining the policy of the
Charles Oayarre, historian and
government
bimetallism,
gold pay- young business
------ — concerning uiuu
.oiiism, guui
uuouicbo meu,
men, were run down
down by
litterateur,who introduced the culture Glotblno Gleaned and Repaired
mellU. etc. The TVMfL nfllno annw. .*>*•< Kill
me nouse ine bill to pro- “
annd kiiied“^i>- of indigo and sugar cane into Louisi— AT—
-----way crossingtn“n
near Brownstown, 111.
vide tor eoiusge
at the branch mint at Denver,
ana, died at New Orleans, aued 90 years.
Col., waa passed and the legislative appropriaFob the first time in thirty years the
Scheerfioorn & Kloosterman,
tion bill was considered.
Delaware river between Philadelphia
FOREIGN.
and Camden was frozen solid from
Holland.
Seven miners were killed by an ex- River and 7th
DOMESTia
shore to shore.
plosion
in a colliery at Radstock,EngMbs. Mary Freeman and two daughTwo children of William Cassidy, land.
ters were arrested in Chicago for a con- living near Brazil. Ind., were burned
The Mexican congress convened in
•piracy to defraud railroadafor alleged

*

sizes that

or four pair will be

k: rA

PERSONAL AND POLITICAL
Alexander Kennedy, 94 years old,

^

OH the 9th the senate by a vote of 33 to 28
Nine fires in one day in Newark, N.
decided to lay a cable to Hawaii and appropriated 1600, OliO to begin the work. The diplo- J., caused a total loss of 8125.000.
matic and consularappropriationbill was
Union station at
Joseph,
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MANY CANDIDATES.
TmlwwBwpvbllOMfl Want

to
Court JnatloA.

Bo iaprono

Detroit, Feb. 11.— The republicans
of the state are evincingconsiderable
interest already in the convention
which meets in this city February 21 to
nominate one candidate for the supreme bench and two candidates

for regents of the state university. For the first place there is
full field, no less

men

than twelve gentle-

WE

Ad m

i

istrator

n

Sale.

’s.

In

the Matter of the Estate of Ab*l M.
Nlenhnli, deceased.

GIVE

AWAY

A Sample Package 4 to 7 doses
(
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of

Notice:Is hereby given that I shall sell at

Dr. Pierce’s

in different sectionsof the state

Mh

day of February, A

.

D

of
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Hal stood ths Toot of

Hat

MORE SOLO THAN ALL OTHER
BRANDS COMBINED

The example of the women

in
petite, Dyspepsia and kinOrder.
Illinoisand Indiana has become indred derangements of the
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN.
I „
fectious, and it is probable that if the
Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
OOUNTT or OTTAWA.
republican and democratic state conAt a sessionof the probate court for the oounDon't
accept
some
substitute
said
ventions to be held soon do not place in
ty of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office In the
nomination a woman the Equal Suf- to be ' 'just as good. '
City of Grand Haven, tn said county, on Monfrage association of the state will
day, the twenty-firstday of January,in the
The
substitute
costs
the
dealer
independent nomina-

Probate

)

Holland Tea Company.
New

Teas, Goifees,

It costs

you

ABOUT

the same.

Probate.
In the matter of

the

estate of Jan Vlnke,

Twenty-flvedollar*

thereon, having become

due

au

payable by reason of default in tha payment
lotereeton said mortgage on th* dty when tha
Home became due and payable, and the nonpayment of sold Interest In default for maia
than thirty days after the earn* beoom* du* eat
Wahls, wherefore under th* coodlttooe of lull
mortgage the whole amount of laid prlnoipu
urn of eald mortgagewith ail arrearage!of to
tereet

thereon,at the option of th* eald QlUla

Wabeke,became due and payable Immedlalrif
thereafter,and the sold GlUle Wabeke hereby declares bis electionand option to oonelder the

whole amount
sum

of

of the

aald

principal

said mortgage du* and payable. NoMe*

therefor*hereby given, that by vlrtae of the

power of sale In said mortgage contained, euft

the statate In such ease mad* and pmvlded, sold mortgage will be forecloeed
by sale, at public vendue of the matgaged premises,or so much thereof as maybe
neoeesary to pay th* amount do* on arid mot-

HIS profit is in the "just as deceased
such action, and other women’s organ!On reading and filing the petition,duly veriBaking Powders and Spices. Eations are ready to push the move- good."
fied,of Cornelius Vinke, one of the devlseeeunment along. Among the women who
WHERE IS YOURS?
der said will, and one of the heirs at law of said
Ever seen in the City of Holland. have been mentioned for the position
gag* with interact aod oostaofforeoloaureand
deceased, praying for the probate of an instruTickets will be given with every pur- are Mrs. Jennie Voorhies, of Ann
ole includingon attorney fee of twenty-fivedolAddress
for
Freb
Sample,
ment In writing,filed In this Court, purporting
chase. Come and see us. Don’t miss Arbor, Mrs. Lillian Hollister, of this
lars ;sold sole to take place at the'northouter deer
it. Teas from 25 cents to SI. 00. CofWorld'sDispensaryMedial Association, to be the last will and teetamsnt of said de- of the Ottawa county oourt bouse, at the elty of
city, the grand commander of the
fees from 20 cents to 42 cents.
ceased ; also prajtjg for the determination of
Grand Haven, Ottawa county, Michigan, (the!
Maccabees, and Mrs. A. S. Benjamin,
50-ly.
No. 663 M*la St, BUFFALO,N. Y. the heirs at law of said deceased, and who are
being th* place where th* circuitoourt fa thu

LAMBERT.

DENTIST.
1

JOHN V. B. GOODRICH,Judge of

Present,

of

mortgagu togetherwith aU arrearages of lutes**!

is

less.

of Portland, Mich., nationaJ lecturer of

Office over

attorney fee

provided tor by law and in said mortgifa
and no suit or proceeding! having been instituted at law or in equity,to recoverthe debt *•>
cured by said mortgage, or any part of It, and
the whole of the principal eum of

year one thousand eight hundred and ninety five.

tion. The Women's ChristianTemperence union has promised to
support the association in any

Have the Finest Line of

DR. A.

'

make an

Cltu Hotel Block.

CM*m*4* and •xocuted hyBerendBiddermanaaf

1895,

(fi)

CIGARETTE

THB

conditionsof payment of a certain meat

BerendinaRiddeman,
hi* wife, of th* townahi»«fi
OUvo, county of Ottawa and itat* of MJehl0»s
parti**of th* firstpart, to Gillis Wabek*. ol *•
at one o’clock In the after.noon,at the late
townahlp of Zealand in sold county and *Ma
residenceof the deceased,Abe. M. Menth* second part, dataA
hois,
the township of OUre, party
in the county of Ottawa in the State the 7th dty of April, A. D. im, and i«*a»
ded in the offloe of the register of Deed*, of Otto
of If lohigan, pursuant to License and authority
wa county. Michigan, on the 11th day of April
granted to me on the twenty-ninth day ofDeoeroA. D. 1893, in liber 45 of mortgage*,on pap
berA.D. 180l,hy theProbateConrtofOttawaOonn109,oo which mortgage there Is claimed to b* da*
ty, If lohigan, all of the oatute.right .titleand Interat the time of this notioe the inm of OneTbooaest of the said deceased of, in and to the real esand Four Hundred Fifty-three dollarstmd
tate situated and being (n the County
of Ottawa in the State of Michigan, Ninety-five ceotl ()1, 403.96) besides *•»
the

:

SWEET CAPORAL

DEFAULT HAVING BEEN KADI IN

In

»

Pleasant Pellets

THE OLD RELIABLE

I

PublloAaotion. to the highest bidder,on

having announced they are willing to
make the run. Among the leading
candidates are Judge P. T. Van Zile.of
this city; Judge J. B. Moore, Lapeer;
To any one sending name and address to
Judge E. D. Kinne, Washtenaw; exknown and deaorlbed as followsto-wit
Justice Cahill, Ingham; Judge Hatch us on a postal card.
The North West quarter (tt) of the South East
and Judge Shepard, of Buy, and Judge
ONCE USED THEY ARE ALWAYS IN FAVOR. quarter (14) of Section Twenty (90) Township
Victor Lane, of Lenawee.
Six
North of Kongo Fifteen(16) Weet.
As candidates for regents no names
Also the South East quarter Of) of the South
Hence, our object in sending them out
West quarter Gt) of Section Thirty-throe (S3)
yet have been mentioned prominently, broadcast
Townahlp Six (BiNorthof Range Flfteeo(lS) west
and it is likely both Butterfieldand
ON TRIAL
All In the township of Olive, county of Ottawa,
Hebard, the retiring officers,will lie reState of Michigan.
nominated if they care to accept again.
They absolutely cure
Wiri'kkDif.kxma, Administrator.
The women of the state are anxious
Dated January 8, A. D. 18M.
SICK HEADACHE,
to have the coming vacancy on
61-7w
the board of university regents
Biliousness,Constipation,
filled by one of their own sex.
Coated Tongue, Poor Ap-

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Mortgage Sale. 1

the

W.

A

LARGE
ASSORTMENT

Holland City State Hank,
Second Floor.

1

CATON’S
Nerve Tonic

a

Goods

Millinery

A

and Vitalizer

began to empty, and thinking a

broken out the engineer of the
QUICKLY CUKES
received at
pumphouse started both pumping engins at their full capacity.The enGE1R.IL A\I) MYOl’S IIEBILITV.
gineer exerted himself and crowded
CO.
Spinal Eihaaxtion,
Srnraxthrnia,
etf.
the pumps through the night, and not
Completely, Perfectlyand Perma- Which we offer at most rea- until morning did he discover what
he had accomplished. The main
nently Rejuvenating the Vital Enersonable prices.
had burst in the city, and in attemptr
gies; IncreasingNervous Power. Reing to keep the pipe filled he had
newing the Ambition of youth and
the
We extend an invitationto the la- flooded cellars and Inundated streets
COURAGE OF MANHOOD;
dies of Holland and vicinity to come with a vast volume of water. The
temperature was far below zero, and
Restoring to Enfeebled,Enervated, and see our goods and prices.
the water froze in great masses
Exhausted, Devitalized, or OverP.S. Beginning July 2nd we will sell in streets, alleys and other places
worked Men and Women
our trimmed Huts one-fourth oil, for flooded. In working their pumps to
the fullest capacitythe engineerhad
the remainder of the season.
drained the reservoir, and the water
PERFECT COSSTITUTIOMLTOWERS.
from the brook empties in so slowly
Its extraordinarycarattvepower iiianlf<'8tsitthat the intense cold causes it to freeze
self almost ImmediatelyIt Is taken. On this
point the evidence of those who have taken is
Nov. 1 8, 1894. immediately,and the reservoir itself
uniform and positive. They say they can feel
has become a lake of solid ice. Expert
the effect of every dose doing them good. 1 is
powerful nerve invigoratingtonic, in part log its
engineers who have figured on the case
restorativeinflnencethrough the medium of the
AM) WEST M It'll IG A S’ li'Y. calculate that it will take until July 4
nervous system to every organ and tissue of the
body. It makes hut little differencewhether
am p.m P m. p.m* to thaw out the pond if it continues to
the constitutionalvigor has been underminedby Lv. Grand Rapids ........ 7
1 26 ft 30 11 30 freeze ten days longer.
fire had

MISS DE VRIES &

Chicago

1

’.5

acute disease,overwork, or certain mischievous
indiscretions; or whether the broken down con
dition is called by one came or other, so long as
there is nervousexhaustion, general or local
weakuess-so long as enervation and debility
are the ti/peof the ailmect.thu is the retnedp.
Ar.

Grandvllle........... 7 -IS
Jeuieon .............
7 30
Hudsoiville .......
7 39
Vrieslaud.......... 7 4H
Zeeland ........
7 .'.7
Waverly ........... 8 Oft 2 (f
Hollnntf ........... 8 1ft 2 09
Hartford ........... 9 40 3 20
Ht Joseph ....... 10 3* 3 57

County of Ottawa

Is

holden,)on

Monday, the Uth day

LONG SKATES *OR SPEED.

WATER FAMINE.

Her Reservoir.
Crystal Falls, Feb. 12.— This city
is experiencing a water famine from a
peculiar cause and which may continue
until summer. The city’s water si»ply
comes from a reservoir and is pufaped
through a system of mains. The main
pipe leads from the city up
120
feet hijrh and into a valley beyond where is located the reservoir.
few nights ago the main

NEW

lands of said deceased.

Thereupon It Is ordered,That Monday, tbs

Crystal Falls Suffers from the Freeklof of

OF

entitled to the

C. T. U.

The rhfloaophy and Hygtanloa of th«
varlta Winter Sport.

Fw

March nexf,
the forenoon,be sislgnedfor

Fourth day
o’clock In

at ten
the

hearing of said petition, and that the heirs at

'aw of said deceased and all other pereonsInterConsiderable time and Ingenuity have ested in eald estate, are required to appear at a
been expended recently in the effort* sessionof said Court, then to be holden at the
to produce a form of skate which will Probate OffloeIn the City of Grand Haven, in
combine lightness and convenienceof said county, and ibow cause, It any there be,
arrangement with great speed. The why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
scientificprinciple involved in this ranted : And It Is furtherOrdered, That said

work la far more complex than is generally supposed, and, as outlined by the
American, makes a very interestingstudy. Speed ho skating is,
Scientific

of course,attained by the proper appli-

cation of every particle of motive power. When the skater strikes out with
his foot he does not, however, as is
generally supposed, obtain momentum
from the broad side pressure of the
skate on the ice. The momentum U
gained by a gradual and tapering pressure which commences at the head of
the skate, since it is here that thi
freshest and strongest force is applied.
It will be seen that the momentum Is
increased, therefore, by the pressure
exerted steadily and firmly outward
from the heel of the skate to the extreme toe. The proper way to attain
great speed is to strike out each foot as
close to the other as possible,to continue the stroke up to the toe, and
when once the extreme motive power
is passed to get the other foot in position as quickly as possible. The prime
factors in producing speed, it will be
seen, are the full pressure on the ice
and the rapid movement of the legs.
Working upon this theory, a long,

netltioner
In

give notice to the persons Interested

sold estate, of the pendency of sold petition,

and the hearing thereofby causing a copy of this
order to be published in the Holland Crrr

newspaperprintedand circulatedin

a

ty of

of

February, A.

D.UM,

of

said

News

at ten

o'clockin theforeoootdofeald day jthaeald

mortgaged premise* to be eold being deeoribed
in said mortgage as all that certain pieoe or
P*ro«lof land situated and being In the township of Olive, county of Ottawa, and etate of
Michigan, ae; the aouth one-half (eH) of thu
souih-weet quarter (i.w.M) of section thirteen
(18), In townahlp six ft), north of rang* fifteen (Ilk
west,

and containingeighty ocree of land,

moru

or less, according to the government survey
thereof.

Dated Holland, November Doth, A. D 1894.
GehritJ. Disk ru
Gillis Wabek
Attorney for Mortgagee.Mortgagee,4ft-Uw

a.

coun-

Ottawa for three successiveweeks previous

to said

day sf hearing.

LIVE

A true copy, (Attest)

JOHN

V. B.

GOODRICH,

Judge of Probate.

Tablet

J.

Piuluph, Probate Clerk. I-3w

tunity for any active man or lady. tf%
per month easily earned. No axuu*

pc4ACENT^r0.‘te
We pay expreu and
30 day*
allow

credit. Let
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At a sessionof the Probat)’ Court for the County

of

Ottawa, holden at the Prooate Office, In the

City of Grand Haven. In said county, on
Friday, the twenty-fifthday of January, in the
v-ear

one thousandeight hundred and ninety-

J. R.

McMeo,

M. D.

:lve.

Present, JOHN V. B.

Physician and Surgeon,

GOODRICH, Judgeof

Probate.
In the matter of the estateof John Moes, do-

Office aecond floor Holland City State
Hank cor. River and 8th St.

eased.
Office hours— 8:30 to 10:30 A. M.; 2 to 4
On reading and filingthe petltlon.dulyverified,
and 7 to 8 i*. m.
f Ora Moes, widow of said deceased, repreaen
Can
he found at night, corner Columlug that John Moes of the City of Holland, in
bia avc. and Ninth st.
sold county, lately died intestate, leaving estate
to be

administered,and praying for the appoint-

heavy skate has been manufactured, ment of bertulf as the administratrixthereof.
DR. POPES MURDER.
with a blade which extends several Thereuponit is ordered,That Monday, tl e
T u nity fifth day of Ftbruiry next,
Vi 111 In m ItnissrHU .Makes n 1-ull Confes- inches beyond the foothold.
sion of the Dot at Detroit.
ten o’clock In thi forenoon,be assigned for
SEA GULLS FAR INLAND.
Dkthoit, Feb. 9.— William Brnsseau,
Jiebearlngof said petition, and that the heirs
THOSE WHO SUFFER
who
has
since
last
Saturday
told
two
3 40
They Don't Keeiu to Mind Flying Far U law of said deceased, and all other persons in••rested in said estate, are requiredto appear at
New HulT’ilo........... 11 -A) 4 40
4 45 stories of the murder of Dr. H. E. Pope
from the results of over-mental or phvsical exerAway from Their gait Water Home.
Chic#go ..... .......... 1 W 6 50
7 2"
session of] said C turt, then to be holden at the.
tion. hardship.exposure, hidden drains,caprice,
in his home here, has made a clean
There
seems
to
be
no
limit
to
the
Inp.m.
p. m
p.m
m
or who have brought npou tbemselvt s a series of
I am now receiving oysters
Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven, in
breast
of
the
whole
affair to the poafflictionsby Ignorantly or wilfully violating
a ni i< m.ip n.m
land flights of the gull, said unobserlice. This last confession coincides in vant sportsman just buck from the said county, and show cause, If any there be, frenh from Baltimore and sel
nature'slaws, will find in Cat >n's vitalizer Lv. Chicago. ...... ........ 8 25 5 00 * 145
why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
and Nerve Toxic the r-unedy for their certal
ia m.
every particular with the facts the poRocky mountains. 1 have seen these •rat tod : And It Is further wrderod, That said ling them at
New RufTnlo ........ 10 3.V 7 in. •> In
relief. It speedilyremoves all evidences of pro
lice
have
unearthed.
According
to
gresslvephysic deterioration,
and restores tb*
St. Joseph ........... 1 30 7 48 3 Oft
broad- winged sailers of the air darting mtitionergave notice to the persons Interested
enfeebled energies to their natural vigor.
Hanford .. ..... i’2 HO 8 2|l 3 50
Brusseau's latest story the murder was
about the forest-environed lakes of
slid estate. of the pendencyof said petition,
Holland ........
•2 »0 9 35 5 15 9
30 9 50 u carefullyplanned affair in which northern Maine, and winging their way ud the bearing thereof by causing a copy ol
Wavorlv ............ 2 Id! 9 45
WHENEVER THERE IS
Zeeland ...............
37' 9 57 Mrs. Pope, the doctor’s wife, was
17
up the canyons of mountain streams in bis order to be published in the Holland City
Vriesland ......... 2 2'
4f> 10 06
My weakness of the vital organs, nervousness,
kwb. a newspaper printed and circulatedin sals
UudBouville
......
‘2 3ft
5 fie 10 ]fi the moving spirit, and 514.000 the
desert Arizona five hundred miles from
prostrationof the physical or mental energies
10 2ft object. For two weeks before the fatal
Jeuison ........
2 44
confusion of ideas, lack of self-confl lence, Irritathe Gulf of California,the nearest salt sountyofOttawa for three successive week
Grandvllle .....
2 47
0 07 10 28
bility of temper, melancholy, oowgrdlce, weakday the two planned the crime in every water. Sometimes several gulls may .ircvlous to said day of hearing,
10 4ft
ness of the knees and the hack, palpitationof Ar. Grand Rapids ........ 3 or. 10 25 «
Outside dealers will find it
particular. Saturday night Mrs. Pope be seen far Inland journeying in com(A true copy, Attest.)
Lv.
.....
7 30
3 15
the heart,dragging pain In the loin, headache,
10 15
Ar. Bis Rapids .........
fi 2ft
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH.
made her husband sleep in a chair at pany, but often only a single one is
irritation of the kidney* and bladder, milky urto
their advantage and conManistee ...... H
12 20
ine, perniclons and bidden wastes, resulting in
Judge of Probit'
her bedside. Toward morning she found traveling apparentlyon his own
Traverse City ......... 8 45
12 «0
a failure of the mental and physical power, convenience to send in oiders to
ablet J Phillips. Probate Clerk.
Charlevoix.......
11 10
3
quietly called Brnsseau and the latter hook. Walking about the rancho of a
stituting an impediment to success and Unfit
Petoskey .............li 40
3 45
'J- w
ting bini or her for the duties and rusponsiblli
me and have them filled at
secured the hatchet and struck the friend near Las Vegas, N. M., last
ties of life, it h the remedy par excellence.
p.m. p m. a.m. doctor in the head. Then in obedience
pm.
A singlepackage will be sufficientto inaugu
autumn, I was astonishedto see a
once
rata the work of regeneration,and cure in many
to the woman’s command he rained a
gull, one of whose wings had been
cases. But stubborn esses often require more. Allegan and Muskegon Division
Probate
Order.
half dozen more blows on their victim's clipped so that it could not fly, hopping
It will be sent, post-paid,secured from observaa rn. p.m. p.m. pm. p.m. skull. M rs. Pope’s 8-year-olddaughter,
tion, for 11.00 per package, or G packagesfor
about on the ground among his poultry, •TATE OF MICHIGAN, B8.
1 35
Lv. Pentwater ...... 0 no
•5.00. Addreas all orders
*
OOUNTT OK OTTAWA.
who slept at her side during the mur- with which the sea bird seemed to be
H 10 12 20 12 20 5 55 10 05
Muskegon...
At s sessionof the Probate Court for the Couns r.7 1 07 1 07 8 38 10 48 der, was then awakened and the three
Grand Haven
on the most amicable term*. My host
CATOS JIEll. CO., Boston, Mass. Ar. Waverly ....... 0 40 1 50 1
9 20 11 25 carefully rehearsed the story they were
had wounded the gull in the wing y of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, in the
l 6 35 9 25 11 35
Holland .......
9 4!)
to tell the police.
Allegan ....... 11 *
7 30
while duck-shootingon a prairie lake 'tty of Grand Haven, In said county, on Monay. the Fourth day of February, in the year
am. p.m. p.m p.m. P min northern New Mexico. What desire
silv¥r~
men
confer.
» e thousand eight hundred and ninety five.
a
a m. p m. p m
for change or travel carriedthis winged
Lv. Allegan ...............
7 00
4 55
Pr sent, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge ol
Delegate* Pledge Themselvesto Support
7
fi in
creature of the sea level one thousand
Holland ............
n Free Coinage Congressman.
Probate.
Waverly ............. ft 30 8 tn 2 V n :to
miles inland and up six thousand feet of
I the matter of the estateof Teunis
Grand Haven ......... r. 15 8 39 2 50 7
Battle Chekk, Feb. 13.— The conferaltitude to the land-locked,weed-grown, soa, deceased.
Muskegon ..........
7 05 9
3 40 9 no
H. KREMEB, M. D.
ence
of silver men of the Third conAr. Pentwater ...........
1. 50
II 10
fresh-water pond where it was capOn reading and filing tbs petition, duly verified,
pm. p m. gressionaldistrict, which was held
a in. h m
(One
door east of post-office.)
tured is probably beyond the ken of -f Doeke Bos, son and le. atoo Mimed In the wll
here Tuesday, was largely attended
the
naturalist
to
explain.
Muskegon and Big Rapids.
•f said deceased, praying for the probate of an
Pure Drugs, Chemicals,
and more enthusiastic than harmoni•.Mrumet t In writing filed 1m tills court purous. Resolutions were unanimously
p m.
orting to be the Inst will and testament of said
Soaps, Perfumery,
Lv. Muskegon .......... 7 3ft 3 50
' adopted demanding the free coinage
Itch on human and horses and all ;ec asod and for the appointmentof Dries]*
4 47
Yrcmo t ........... 8
|
of
gold
and
silver
at
the
ratio
of
sixteen
Toilet Articles,etc.
Ar. Big Rapids ....... 10 13 fi 25
vnimals cured in 30 minutes by Wool- B is, us the exaentrlx thereof.
to one; that all paper money be issued
41 m p Ul
ford's Sanitary Lotion. This never
Tin rcupon it Is Ordered, That Monday, the
A
full line of Domestic and Imported
Lv. Big Rapids .......... 8 15 7 10
I only by the government; a full legal
fails. Sold by Heber Walsh, druggist
Cigars.
Eleventh day of March next,
Fremont ........... .9 58 8
J tender founded on taxes and the wealth
Holland.Mich.
Ar. Muskegon ............. ii no 9 30
Perscriptlonrcarefullyput up.
t It) o'clock In the forenoon,be assigned tor
! of the country, and that no more gold
Trains arriveat Grand Rapids from the north
(he heaing of said petition, and that the heirs ut Calls promptly answered, night or day.
I bonds be Issued in times of peace.
at
1:00
p
m.
and
10
O')
p.
m.
DEALER IN
Offloe hours, at offloeIn store— 8 to 9 A. V.
s w of said deceased,and all other persons InterBleeperson all n gbt trains.
' Also that the best interestsof the disrt*»ed in said estate are required to appear at a and 3 to 5 p. x. Residencecoruer Twelfth and
Fresh, Salt and Smoked Meats.
trict demanded the election of a repreMuikot
4My
-lesslon of said Court, then to be holden at the
Fresh Lard always on hand.
sentativewho advocates these princiProbate Offloe, in the City 6f Grand Haven, in
Oct. 28, 1894.
ples, and that the delegates pledge
Fish and Game In season.
iald county, and show cause, if any there be, why
their united support to such a one, rethe prayer of the petitionerabould not be grantWe kindly sollclty a share of
d: And it la further Ordered,That said peti- HOTEL IMPERIAL
R. R. gardless of previousparty affiliations.
our former customerspatronage. LANSiyQ <€
A committee was appointed to call a
'i One of ibe largest and best lu the dtj.
tioner give notice to the pereons interested in
Rooms 11.00 per day np. Send for circular.
Market on South River St. .
am. pm. p m. convention to place in the field a caniald etate, of the pendency of eaid petition, and
Half a block from 13th st. exit of the new Mleh.
Lv. Grand Rapids .............. 700 190 3 95 didate for congress.
the hearing thereofby caueiog a copy of this or- Central etatltfn. All baggage delivered free
Ar. Grand Ledge ............... B 25 9 38 709
der
to be published in the Hollano City Nbws from Mich. OeotrAldepot. No cab fares neeelf
854
304
725
Makes CHILD BIRTH Easti.
Trombly Declared Insane.
**ns,'>8 .....................
eary. Look out for our porter at the station,
5 42|ll 44
5 44 1 4ti
5 55 11 55
H.lU.
•
fi 3 12 11
« 20 12 20
(j 2ft 12 40
2 20
1
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BERT DOK,

i

3'

streets.

Detroit,
NORTHERN

•

•

956 3 57 8 25
» ......................
Detroit ....... ............... 11 49 5 30 10 iogow®

J.

D.WETMORE,M.D.

Homeopathic Physician and
Surgeon. Specialist on
EYE, E!R,

MIND

Office Houbs
from

11 until 2 p.

THROAT.

until 9:00 a. m.;
m.; 6 until 10 p. m.

Howell .............

Grand Ledge ..............
Grand Rapids .......... :..
..

Ar.

.......

.

.

*

The five doctor*
a in. pm. pm. appointed to examine Daniel J. Trom7 40 1 10 6 09 bly, who killed his wife and babywew
920 i.JG 7 80
10 97 3 3ft 8 37 Year’s day, have filed a report in the
11 00 4 Of 9 10 :ircuit eburt that he is insane. Trom12 40 6 Vi 10 25
n m. pm pm. bly^willbe sent to loniR insane asylum
Wednesday.

Parlor Cara un all trains, seals 25 cents for any
distance.

GEO. DR HAVEN,

'

Geo’l Pose. Ag’t, Grand Rapids, Mich.
J.O. HOLCOMB, Agent, Holland.

Bay City, Feb.

19.—

I

Trial of Btisener Begun.
Coldwater, Feb. 12.— The trial of A.
A. Misener, charged with the murder
of James Robinson in this city Jnly

COLVIN, LA., Dec. 2, 1886.My wife used “MOTHERS*
FRIEND” before her third confinement, and says she
be without

lars—

it

Dock

would not

for hundreds of dol-

newspaperprinted and circulatedin said coun-

(A

true copy. Attest.)

3-3w.

.

J

.

Jadge of Probat*.
Phillips. Probat* Clerk.

For, choice

Mothers" mailed free. Sold by

.

Injmpanelinga jury.
i

all

HOTEL lircEKIALCHICm.

JOHN V.B. GOODRICH,

Hablet

Mills.

you want comfort, convenienceand economy

Ottawa for three sucoeaslveweeks previous top at tb*
to sold day of bearing.
<y of

aod

flret-classperfumes

Newspapers and Periodicals

<4

Remember

-/TrrvT:

OUR NEIGHBORS.

Mibcellaneoua.

Zeeland.

Load after load of lumber and build*
At the annual meeting of stockhold
ing material have been drawn throukh
era of the CoopcrsvilleAgricultural
uki
GerritStegeman has been nominat- Zeeland this week from Holland, pre- Association, S. B. Rkipout of Spring
ed by the Populists for county com- paratory to the erection of a fine Lake was chosen ^president; George
church edifice at Jamestown by the Lane, of Coopcrsville, vice president;
missionerof schools.
Christian Reformed church society. It E N. Parker, treasurer:C. De Vos,
H. P. Marsh was in Holland nearly will be built this coming spring.
*
all the week on business.
The scholars in the two lowest rooms
Alex. Keeler has! been re-appointed
The annual meeting of the stock- are making preparationsto celebrate deputy sherifffor Robinson township
holders of the Co operativeAssocia- Washington's birthday. An interest- by Sheriff Kcppci.
tion of Patrons of Husbandry was ing program of speaking and singing
Dtiiiim l lie past four years, in which
held last week and was well attended.
will he rendered. On account of the
The election of officers resulted in the school being closed Friday the exerci- the local-option law has been in effect
in Van Buren county, eighty-twoperchoiccof M. V. B. McAlpine of Mon- ses will he held Thursday, Feb. 21.
sons have been prosecuted under the
terey for president, Gerrlt Stegeman
A meeting of the property owners statute. Of these, sixty have been
vice-president, Albert Stegeman treasurer, and John Bid well secretary. The and others interested in the annexa- convicted, five have been acquitted on
old board of directors were re-elected tion of the eastern sectionsof Hol- trial, three eases have been nolle
with one exception. It is believed by land township to Zeeland township, prosse’d,two -skipped” to avoid trial,
those most interested that the direct- was held Friday afternoonin the vil- two cases were quashed, and ten are
ors will re-elect Albert Stegeman man- lage hall. A petition was circulated now pending in circuit court. As a
ager of the store, though It is under- this week in these sections against result of these prosecutions, the sum
stood that he will act more in the ca- annexation but with poor succes. The of $2,020 bus been paid in the county
pacity of overseer, ids brother Martin people are almost a unit in f.mring It t reasury in the shape of lines and costs;
taking active control of the business. and every effort will he made to bring .475 days time have been served in
this matter to a successful issue.
the common jail of the county, one
Before another winter Allegan vilThe communication in the "Expos! man has served six months in Ionia
lage is likely to have another opera
prison and another Is now serving an
house. The buildingwill be put up tor” a few weeks ago by a ‘subscriber’’
on
t he electricroad between Macata- eight months' sentence in the same inon one of the vacant lots between the
stitution.
Grange store and Blair's art studio. It wa Park and Grand Rapids seems to
Father Marquette is supposed to
will be of brick, 50x90 feet, and one have attracted considerableattention

Allegan County.

secretary. t

i

'

ii
V
i

'

'

When

you Want a

Neat and Stylish

l

1
^

V

'

and caused much favorablecomment. have died and been buried near the
The ideas suggested were certainly
At the meeting of the Populist good ones and there is no doubt but present site of the city of Ludington.
The town was once called Pere Marcounty committee last week, the that the road could he made to pay .. quette,
and a move Is now on foot to
scheme of establishing a party organ
conducted properly and if enterprising agia n so christen It.
in Allegan was further discussed. The
business men were to push it. Severa
leaders greatly desire a county paper
who have read the article make the
LOCKED OUT OF JAIL
hut think the Journalistic ilcla too further suggestion that during the
well filled already for the success of a
summer months, or resort season, that A Prisoner'sQueer Charge Against Ills
D
Ryan r
Jailer.
some cars be run only between Zeekindly consented to sell the Democrat
There was a certain old man who
land and the Park, making the trip a
to them, but they think his price too
certain number of times a day, thus kept the county jail in a country vilhigh.— Gazette.
enablingour people to go and come as lage, says Kate Field’s Washington,
C. E. Bassett, of the Fennville Her- they see fit. As it is Zeeland sends
and he fed and housed the convicts so
ald has purchased the type and presses large delegations to this favoritere
wall that they became greatly attached
of the defunct Otsego Independent and sort, but with better facilitiesfor goto him. He could actually allow them
leased the brick building near the de- ing and cheaper rates the crowds
to go about at will. He used to hire
pot, known as Barron’s basket ware- would be much larger.— Expositor.
them out to the farmers in the neighnouse, and expects to have his paper
The communicationreferredto in borhood during the harvest season, and
on its feet again next week.
the above is as follows: "Some years in that way turn an honest penny for
The Saugatuck and Ganges Pomo- ago there was much ado about a canal
logical Society will make an effort to from Holland to Grand Rapids; but a the taxpayers. Early one morning one
liave the legislature pass a law com- thing which is more feasible and prof- of the prisoners appeared at the office
pelling all manufacturersof fruit itable both to Grand Rapids and Hol- of a lawyer in the place.
packages in this state to stamp or land and the towns between these "Young man,” said he, "are you the
mark the capacity on each package •laces would be an electric road from lawyer?"
aold, hoping in this way to put a stop SI
"I am," was the answer.
facatawa Park to Grand Rapids by
to the dishonest methods of some the way of Graafschap,Zeeland, "I want you to get me out of jail on a
•blpperswho use baskets made to re- Vrlesland, Zutphen, Jamestown, Hud- writ of habeas corpus, and I want it
pre
present________________________
the common one-fifth bushel sonville, Jennison and Grandville. right away."
basket, but which hold but one-sixth This line ought to handle light freight
"Well, hold on, my friend," said the
of a bushel. The methods of such as well as passengers,and could also
lawyer. “We must have a reason to
dealersarebringing Michigan fruit Id- supply the towns along its line with
show the court, before we
for a
to disrepute, and the reputable dealers electriclight. The advantages of such
writ"
are seeking protection.
a line would be great to Holland and
‘I’ve reason enough," exclaimedthe
Billings'hack called Saturday morn- Grand Rapids as well as to the towns
man.
"The cruelty of the keeper
ing with three passengers at the resi- on its line. It would be a cheap comdence of Rev. J. F. Mitter for another petition for the railroad and would makes life there unbearable."
"Oh, pshaw! don't tell me such nonpassenger, and as the driver was turn- probably make Capt. Pfanstlehl's Idea
ing
_jg aroi
around the hack overturned and of a 25 cent fare to Grand Rapids a sense. There never was a kinder keepthe horses started torun. The driver reality. All farms along the line er in charge of a jail."
stopped them, but most of the passen- would double in value, as all the farm"Judge for yourself,"the prisoner ingers received serious cuts from the ers could plat their farms in lots and sisted. "YesterdayI was working out
Token glass of the hack.
sell them for suburban residences.In at Mr. Walkinshaw's,
and we had a big
about ten or fifteenyears It would be lot of hay to get in, for the sky was full
Robinson.
one long street lined with stores and of rainclouds.So when the jail horn
The work of repairing the church is residences from Grand Rapids to Hoi- blew for bedtime, I stayed and helped
progressing. They arc papering and and.”

Suit made, You

story in heighth.

get one

x

1

can

At

Bosnian
Brothers

can

AT
REDUCED

.....

got the hay under cover.
‘It was after dark when I got hack,
and would you believe it? that hardhearted keeper had locked mo out! I
had to sleep in the street, and caught
rheumatism in my bones. It settled
things in ray mind. Til not stay another night under the roof of a man
who’ll treat me like that,’ says I to
myself. So, Mr. Lawyer, I want you RABBITS CAN FEED THE WORLD. is very simple. Inclined planes are atquite conquer the throne, but ascended
to get me out before sundown, do you They Would Soon Populate I.argo Inland,
tached to the fore end of the locomoto the respectable height of twentyT. A. Pockett. of Lawrence, is head- time of It, the last four trips, but with
hear?"
for h Meat Supply.
tive in such a way that instead of a
sawyer for Jocelyn & Dolph. Their his pluck and energy he got through
three thorsand feet. The difficulties
With the constant increase of the square front it presentsto the air a
mill in West Robinson Is humming even if the trains did not. Saturday TAURUS IN AN UNWONTED ROLE
in their way he illustratedby mentionpopulation of the world the disciples of sharp prow, like that of a ship.
right along in this cold weather.
it took him the whole day to make the
ing that they spent nine and a half
Untoward Results of Substitutinga Bull Malthus have predicted an inadequate
It might l>e thought that little would
Miss Susie Carter, of Agnew. is the trip, but he suceeded and got through.
hours in cutting steps in hard blue ice
for a Morse In •• Maiepps.”
food supply for the future. The he gained in this way, hut repeated
guest of Miss Minnie Hatch this Charles Lyons and wife, nee Ten
on the edge of a ridge exposed to the
week.
Philadelphia trials have shown that in some cases as
Hagen, have moved into the house Jim Larkin was a noted character of chemists, says
full blaze of the sun, and in an atmoslately occupiedby C. Anys, in the mill Cheyenne in the ’70s. says the Ana- Record, have sought to reassure man- much as ten or twelve per cent, can
phere so rarefied that they were renconda Standard. Larkin was one of kind with the prophecy of food manu- thus be saved in the consumption of
yard
Douglas,
dered sick and dizzy. The party were
those harmless,ofliciousfellows and facture in the laboratory from the coal, and the average saving amounts
Our
shingle
mill
for
the
last
two
rewarded, however, for their toil by
At the expense of an almost endless
had his nose into everything.There
some magnificentviews of the suramount of labor, people of Douglas weeks has run only a day or two, on was never a dog fight but in some way basic elements of the earth, air and to about five per cent.
water around us. A new hope for the
This is so important an item that a
rounding peaks in the light of the sethave secured the spars of the steamer account of the heavy drifts of snow
They are getting out fish kit staves he got bitten; never a fire but he got poor is now held out by a Norwegian large number of locomotives on the
ting sun.
Chlcora, which were discovered in the
burned, and never an accidentbut he sociologist,who finds a sure salvation
Ice of Lake Michigan among other now, for the cooperage at Grand Ha
railway system connecting Paris with
When they set off on the return
was there in time to get hurt, Larkin in the rabbit. Meek little "bunny" is
wreckage of the steamer, and have ven.
|M)ints on the Mediterraneanhave rejourney darknesshad set in, and the
Mr. Cook has his ice house filled, was somethingof a showman. During to keep the wolf from the door.
brought, them to the village where
cently been fitted with the new device.
perils of the journey were thereby
they will he prepared and erected as with ice 16 in. thick and perfectly his residence in Cheyenne a< colored
"The rabbit,” this new philosopher
When the wind is blowing directlyIn
greatly increased.
finally
tragedian filled an engagement in that of diet declares, "suppliesin many the face of the locomotive the resist'a flag staff. The two sticks will make clear.
reached a slope of ice, on which there
a staff about one hundred feet in Woodmen north of the river are city, playing "Hamlet" and "Othello.” ways the requirements of ‘the poor ance to be overcome is, of course, much was nothing left for it but to sit down
heighth, and aside from its ornamen- hustling in their wood while the snow- Larkin saw in the colored man a great man’s food.’ The poor can easily raise increased, and the value of a prowand fly forward into the darkness at
tal features will have much value as lasts, but they had to be armed with a opportunityto make money and inthem, for they are cheap to keep, and shaped front is proportionatelygreater.
headlong speed. Right In front of
an historicalmonument of one of the shovel to clear out the heavy drifts duced him to play “Mazcppa," using a
their propagating power is most exIn some of the experimentsit was
them they knew there yawned a
great marine disasters of Lake Michi- along the road. They all turned out willd bull instead of a wild horse. The
traordinary. Pennant has calculated shown that by the combined effectsof
crevasse more than a thousand feet
gan.
on Monday and cleared the roads, so tragedianfell into the idea and rethat one pair will i.n four years’ time, if placing the inclined planes In front and
deep, and the only way to cross this
they are open now.
hearsals for the great event were had. ail the young ones be kept alive, have tilling up the spaces between the spokes
was to slide down the slope With
Grand Haven.
The performancewas given In a large multipliedinto 1,274,840. A female of the wheels one-half of the air resistenough Impetus to carry them over UmL
Graafschap.
Hon. Geo. A. Farr attended the anhall, which was crowded to the doora. rabbit casts young ones eight times a ance could be done away with.
edge on to the other side. Their sensanual banquet of the Lincoln Club, at
The receipts of snow during the The play went off lovely until it was year; if she casts seven at the average,
tion, Mr. Conway said, as they suddenPontiac, Tuesday evening, as one of week have far exceeded the demand, time for the wild bull of Tartary to be
she bears fifty-six, all told, in a year.
A
CURIOUS
INDUSTRY.
ly left the solid ice and found they had
the speakers.
especially since it was not delivered in brought on and then there was a alight
Let us say she bears fifty per ceut, Grinding Raton a Lucrative Pmfeaalou
nothing to sit upon but space waS exThe dog poisoner is abroad in the •"good order.”
hitch. The bull had suddenly become and estimate each at ten pounds; she prohilarating in the extreme.
for Some Thrifty Souls.
city, and many pet animals are stiff
Berend Kamps, a well to do farmer reluctant about going on the stage,
duces 500 pounds of meat in a year. As
Fortunately they landed safely on
and cold in death.
"We
get
razors from all over the
In Graafschap,about five miles south
anager Larkin got behind him and many poor people could get the rabbit’s
the
other side, and continued their deof
the
city,
had
his
large
barn
entirely
country,” said the proprietorof a razorWork on the street railway is said to
,ve the animal’s tail a twist. It had
consumed by tire Monday. He also le desired effect. The bull rushed up- food free of cost, they would practical- grinding shop. "The razor gets worn scent, literally keeping up the mocommence in April.
ly get a few hundred pounds of meat for
mentum they had gained until they
lost 11 cows, 17 sheep, several horses
down so that honing will not suffice to
R. K. Stallings, manager of the glass
in the stage and tore out every foot of
nothing. Then, too, the rabbit skins
and
small
cattle,
and
al
were carried within three or four yards
-------------------1 his hay, grain
put
It
into
condition.
The
razors
get
works, is seriously ill.
and farm implements. The origin of. scenery and then Jumped off into the are worth something,when prepared. into the barber shops and the barbers o4 thelv
Rep. Marslije has introduced a bill the tire is not known, and there Is np orchestra,landing on top of the slide Under various names 20,000,000 rabbit
Ina the House to amend the city chart- Insurance. Loss $1,700.
trombone player.
audience skins are exported yearly from Aus- send them to us — that is, they are sent
THE SCOTS GREYS.
For the time being the bill will
stampeded and Jumped through the tralia to London. London alone uses by the out-of-townbarbers. We have
a list of our regular customers in the
be allowed to slumber in the commitA Regiment of Dragoon* famous Since
windows and doors, and in a very few every week 500,000 rabbits, most of
Lake Shore.
tee room, awaiting the fate of thegenthe Time of Charlea II.
minutes the bull had everythingto which come from Belgium. Belgium city, and our men visit the shops to get
There is lots of sickness on the
enl municipal bill.
the razors in need of repair.
"Second
to None,” Is the proud motto
himself.
The
"Mazeppa"
engagement
earns yearly $10,000,0Q0 to $12,000,000
"Only a large city can afford to keep
Walter Streeting, a young man em- shore at present, hut no one is serious- closed that night.
of tho gallant ami famous regiment
on rabbits, and France $80,000,000.”
ly ill so far. Some have sore throats,
the appliancesnecessary for the deliployed by the Johnston Bros., boiler
the Second Dragoon guards, or “Royal
The best breed for the purposes of
works at Ferrysburg,was severely in- some the grippe, and some have sore
cate work on finely-tempered razors. Scots Greys." It is a happily chosen
eyes, which have been going the rounds
food,
In
the
opinion
of
this
writer,
is
jured Saturday morning by a heavy
The principal reason for this is the motto, says the Scottish American,for
ever since the revival meetings.
To Plea** Him.
the Norman rabbit, bred in the neighth-et of steel falling on his heels, one
price of grindstonesand a thorough
August Ausslcker has been quite A great many stories are told of the borhood of Cherbourg and Rouen. If knowledge of the craft. The only good the fame of tin regimentis worldwide.
of which was completely cut off and
Its brilliantachievements on the field
sick for a couple of weeks, and Mr. jealousy ami ill-feeling among the mu- the domestic raising of rabbits should
the other badly bruised.
grindstonesfor use on razors come of battle during two centuries;its strikWaderman
is failing.
sicians,
but
not
always
are
the
tales
so
be
begun
on
a
wholesale
scale
in
the
Martin Vischer, one of the very oldfrom Germany. Ohio has grindstones,
ing and historic name; its grand and
Mrs. Tracy Ogden has just received full of a good-humored appreciation of United States the governmentwould
est pioneers of Spring Lake, died at
but they are inferior for sharpening imposing uniforms— have made the
the state of things us is the following, eventually be obliged to regulate the
his home at the
of 7ft
yei
------------age
- ---- years,
hav- from a very bad attack of quinsy.
purposes to the German article, no matRoyal Scots Greys, as an individualcorps,
ing lived in this community for nearly
J. Cochran has finished a good job. told by the Argonaut: Rossini, walk- prolific rate of productivity or the woes
ter what Ohio manufacturersmay say.
there is no gainsaying, the most widely
half a century.
ing
one
day
on
the
boulevard
with
of the farmers and of the south Calipainting and calsominlngthe interior
We now make as good razors here as known and familiar of all the regiBy congressionalaction- the salary of Mr. Merrill's house; it is a great the musician Braga, was greeted by fornia fruit-raiserswould overwhelm they do in England or Germany; but
ments of the Britisharmy.
oi the inspector of steam vessels sta- improvement.
Meyerbeer, who anxiously inquired the country.
we can’t make them as cheap. Up to
Since the regiment was raised in the
tioned at Grand Haven has been
During the revival meetings at the after the health of his dear Rossini.
ten years ago it was thought that the
reign of tho second Charles the draraised from $900 to $2,000. Other dis- Wesleyan church some lady member "Bad, very bad,” answered the latterj
PROWS ON LOCOMOTIVES.
reason that we could not temper our
goons have borne themselveswell in
tricts and ports suffer a reduction.
got the "power” and then she would "a headache,a sideache and a leg I May B® Utefnl In Diminishing the Reelat*
razors as well as they do it in England
many a famous field, but want of space
fall down on the floor and lie there for can scarcely move." After a few moanoe of the Air.
was
because of
if a peculiar deficiency In
forbids us to note the exploits until
Saugatuck.
an hourand over. I think If my wife ments' conversation, Meyerbeer passed
An interestingattempt to get rid of a our water. That has been proved to
"earth-shaking” Waterloo came on the
should
ever
get
a
spasm
in
church
I
The contract for carryingthe mail
on, and Braga asked the groat com- a part of the resistance which a railbo a fallacy, as we now manufacture
glory roll of the gallant greys. Here,
should go to her assistance, and not
on______
the route
_____ between
________ this
____ place and
poser how it was he had suddenly be- way train encounters in rushing
razors in Massachnsettsand in Newark
with the English "Royals" and Irish
Gibson has been let to a "blanketbid- leave heron the floor all this time.
come so unwell. Smilingly Rossini re- through the air is being made in
fully as good ns they arc made in Eng“Inniskillings,”
they formed the famous
Mr.
Scoot
has
visited
among
all
of
der” in Iowa. A “blanket bidder” is
assured his friend. "Oh, 1 couldn’t be France. It is easy to understand that
land. All English razors, you know, are
"Union brigade,”which formed the
one who bids in a number of star mail the neighbors here for a number of better; I only wanted to please Meyerthe pressure on the front of a swiftly sent to Germany to be concaved. That
picture of the
routes, expecting to provide himself years. He used to have some cooking
beer. He would be so glad to see me moving locomotive, which equals the ! is because of the superiority of the never-te-be-forgotten
with sub contractors at a profit, in utensils, hut his stock is quite re- smash up!”
“Fight for the Standard.” That widelyforce of a strong gale of wind, can only German grindstones.”
duced now. He went across lots yeswhich he is usually successful.
known picture shows a man of the
be overcome by an expenditureof enAnd the Light Went Out.
greys,
Sergt Ewart, capturing the /
At the instance of some of our horse- terday with his world’s goods and two
THIS
BE SPORT.
“John," said Mrs. Bossman, “it is ergy greater than wouW otherwisebe
men a driving track over a mile in pigs on a hand-sleigh(by the way, he
eagle of a very famous French corps,
length has been made on the ice of always goes across lots), to pastures time yon were in .bed. If you don’t required to run the train. If that MounUlneerlnfon tho “ttolden Throne" the "forty-fifthof the line.” Sergt
new.
of the Himalayas.
Kalamazoo lake and river. It is a fine
turn the light down, the first thing yon pressure cbuld be remold, or considerEwart himself has told the story in a
Frances Nash and family is visiting
place for speeding and on
know tlje baby will be awake.” ably decreased, less coal would have to • Mr. William Martin Conway, the letter to his father.
v
lays “
there will be an exhlbitibnof her mother, south ot the city, this "Pshaw,” said Mr. Bossman, "the light be burned.
Tice presidentof the Alpine club, deweek.
fancy si eppers.—OtmimercuiL
Experiments
to
diminish
the
pressure
There
is
no
Verdigris
or other imscribed before an Edinburgh audience
‘won’t wake him.” “No, but 111 wake
him
myself."
Tfie prospect was too ap- were begun in France about eight the other evening how he and two purity in Chase’s Barley Malt Whisky
Cry for
Dr. Price* j Cream Baking Powder
palling.He meekly did M he waa bid. years ago, and a practical outcome has friends, with a Swiss guide and some It is rich and nutritious, and the best
Pitcher’s
Wsrii's Fair MfchsatAward.
just been
reached; according to Bepoys, ascended the "Golden Throne" of all Whiskies for family a nd medi---- —
icnal purposes. Sold by
You'**
'
oath’s Companion,Tfce pla*
adapted P^iflthe Himalayas. They did not
E. F. Sutton, Holland.
[There’s no telling what might be
It ready for use soon.
done along this line, if Grand Rapids
Friday the Ladies’ Aid was held were a town just the opposite from
at the residence of Mrs. Hover. It what It is. It’s all self.— Ed.]
was a fine day and Rev. J. M. Wright
Port Sheldon.
took a sleigh load of Robinson ladies
out there. A very pleasant time was
The severe weather has been playing
enjoyed by all. Next Friday the La- i's pranks here, confining us like the
dies’ Aid will meet at the residence of bears to our houses. Our new letter
Mrs. Jocelyn.
carrier.Cha’s Anys, has had a hard
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